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Abstract. One of the key questions in the science of philanthropy is to what extent donations to 

charity are motivated by altruism – concern for public benefits, including the well-being of 

recipients – and warm glow – concerns for private benefits, including emotional gratification. To 

disentangle altruism and warm glow as motivations for giving we propose a crowding-out field 

experiment in the Netherlands, for which funding from the Science of Philanthropy Initiative was 

granted. The field experiment also seeks to test whether empathic concern for recipients and an 

appeal to the moral principle of care affect the level of crowding-out. This report documents the 

steps taken towards the execution of the field experiment. In three pilot experiments we 

developed and tested materials and procedures required for a valid and reliable test. In the first 

experiment we tested a method commonly used in social psychology to induce empathy, finding 

no significant effects on a reliable measure of the temporary state of empathy among participants 

in the Netherlands. However, we did find that inductions of empathy and the principle of care 

affected the level of crowding-out. In the second experiment among participants in the 

Netherlands we tested a set of subtle manipulations of warm glow motivations and developed a 

reliable measure of the temporary state of moral care similar to the measure of the state of 

empathic concern. In addition, we tested a procedure developed in a previous experiment with 

charitable giving designed to measure altruism and warm glow motives, finding no meaningful 

crowd-out. In the third experiment we tested among US participants whether an appeal to the 

principle of care incorporated in three visually different versions of a mission statement of a 

large international development charity (Oxfam America) affected the principle of care, 

empathic concern, personal distress, and several evaluations of the charity. We found 

consistently positive though modest effects of a text-only version. Based on these experiments 

we propose a fourth experiment testing a text-only manipulation of the principle of care. 
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Empathy and the principle of care as moderators of crowding-out  

Ultimately, we aim to answer one of the most fundamental research questions in the science of 

philanthropy: To what extent do altruism and warm glow influence donations to charity? To do 

so, we will execute a field experiment among a sample representative for the Dutch population, 

manipulating the size of third party contributions in real fundraising appeals from a large 

international relief and development organization. The features of this experiment are described 

in the grant proposal provided in the appendix. Figure 1 presents the key elements of the causal 

model it purports to test.  

 

Figure 1. Causal model of hypotheses 
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The central hypothesis in the experiment, the crowding-out hypothesis, is represented by arrow 

A. According to this hypothesis, based on theories in economics (Andreoni, 1989; Ribar & 

Wilhelm, 2002), private contributions to a public good are reduced by awareness of contributions 

to the same good by a third party. A second hypothesis, derived from the literature in social 

psychology on empathy (Batson, 2011), is the empathy – helping hypothesis (arrow B). 

According to this hypothesis, empathic concern for recipients of acts of helping behavior 

increases the likelihood of helping – in our case, private contributions to charity. In addition, our 

model specifies the empathy – altruism hypothesis (arrow C). According to the literature in 

social psychology, empathy specifically generates an altruistic motivation to help others. If the 

dominant goal of potential helpers indeed becomes the well-being of recipients, they should be 

indifferent to the source of help, and would also be relieved to know that third party 

contributions alleviate the needs of recipients.  

In addition to empathic concern for recipients, the moral principle of care also affects 

private contributions. The principle of care is the internalized moral value that one should help 

those in need (Batson 1991; Eisenberg 1982, 1986; Hoffman 2000). In previous studies we have 

found strong evidence that people who endorse the moral principle that people in need should 

receive assistance are more likely to display a variety of helping behaviors (Ottoni-Wilhelm & 
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Bekkers, 2010). The association is strongest for planned helping behaviors and particularly 

charitable giving to help people in need (Bekkers & Ottoni-Wilhelm, 2015). While the evidence 

is based on surveys and experiments in which the principle of care was measured as a disposition 

of participants, we expect that manipulations of the principle of care also increase private 

contributions. Arrow D represents this principle of care – helping hypothesis.  

Arrow E represents the principle of care–egoism hypothesis, that priming the moral 

principle that one should help those in need evokes a warm glow/egoistic motivation to help. 

This conjecture was first put forward by Batson (1991). The principle–egoism hypothesis is the 

warm glow parallel to the empathy–altruism hypothesis. In contrast to empathic concern, which 

is an vicarious emotional response, the principle of care is a factor in a cognitive process that 

involves deliberation. A moral appeal could lead people to feel personally responsible for 

helping. In this case, the act of helping is required to uphold a personal norm, regardless of the 

contributions of others.  

 

Overview 

The purpose of this paper is to present the results of three experiments that we conducted in 

preparation of the proposed field experiment testing the model in figure 1. The stakes for getting 

the field experiment right the first time are high, since we use a large representative sample from 

the Giving in the Netherlands Panel Survey 2015 (GINPS15) and each participant receives an 

endowment of at least €40. The budget for the experiment granted by the Science of 

Philanthropy Initiative amounts to $29,999. To increase the likelihood that our experiment 

would produce a valid test of the hypotheses, we used own funds to develop valid and feasible 

manipulations of the three factors in figure 1. 

 

Table 1. Nine steps towards the field experiment 

 

 Validation of 

measures 

Behavioral analysis Field experiment 

Third party 

contributions 

1. Ottoni-Wilhelm, 

Vesterlund & Xie, 

2014 

4. Van Vliet, 2014; 

Bekkers & Verkaik, 

2015 

7. To be done 

Empathy induction 2. Batson et al., 1997 5. Van Vliet, 2014; 

Verkaik, Bekkers, 

Ottoni-Wilhelm, 2015 

8. To be done 

Principle of care 3. Van Vliet, 2014; 

Bekkers & Verkaik, 

2015 

6. Van Vliet, 2014; 

Bekkers & Verkaik, 

2015; Verkaik, 

Bekkers, Ottoni-

Wilhelm, 2015 

9. To be done 
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In table 1 we have listed the experiments in which we have collected evidence on the three 

variables in our model: third party contributions (line 1), empathic concern (line 2), and the 

principle of care (line 3). For each of these variables we required a valid measure (column 1) and 

an analysis of their behavioral effects (column 2) before we execute the field experiment 

(column 3).  

Steps 1 and 2 were taken in previous research; steps 7 through 9 will be taken in the field 

experiment. Steps 3 through 6 are taken in the three experiments that we report here: Van Vliet 

(2014), Bekkers & Verkaik (2015), and Verkaik, Bekkers & Ottoni-Wilhelm (2015). The latter 

experiment went through an ethical review board procedure at VU Amsterdam. When the first 

two experiments were planned the ethical review board was not yet established. An overview of 

the design of these experiments is provided in table 2.  

 

Table 2. Design features of three experiments 

 Design Participants Measures 

   Care State Giving 

1. Van Vliet 

(2014) 

2 (Third party contribution: 

none - €10) x 2 (empathy 

induction: neutral – high)  

n = 384 

(convenience 

sample) 

X X X 

2. Bekkers & 

Verkaik (2015) 

2 (self-image questions: no – 

yes) x 4 (priming: none, 

image of hands, religion, 

moral appeal) 

n = 457 (MTurk) X X X 

3. Verkaik, 

Bekkers, Ottoni-

Wilhelm, (2015) 

2 (Moral appeal: no – yes) x 3 

material (text, text+image, 

video) 

n = 591 

(Crowdflower: 

287; MTurk: 304) 

X X  

 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First we present evidence on the validity of 

manipulations of third party contributions, which allow us to quantify the strength of altruism 

and warm glow motivations for giving behavior. We also discuss the behavioral effects of these 

manipulations. Then we present evidence on the effects of a technique commonly used in social 

psychology to induce empathic concern for recipients, both in terms of psychological states as 

well as giving behavior. Finally, we present evidence from our search for an effective 

manipulation of the principle of care. We tested four types of manipulations: reminding 

participants of their self-identity as a prosocial person and personal norms on helping, reminding 

participants of their religion, moral appeals, and a direct instruction similar to the manipulation 

of empathic concern. We discuss the effects of these manipulations on the temporary state of 

care as well as on giving behavior.  
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1. Manipulating third party contributions 

The crowding-out hypothesis predicts that awareness of third party contributions reduces private 

contributions. In a recent meta-analysis of research on the crowding-out hypothesis, De Wit and 

Bekkers (2015) have found that the methods used to collect data testing the crowding-out 

hypothesis are of crucial importance to the results of the tests: the crowding-out hypothesis has 

received good support in laboratory experiments, but the evidence from surveys and 

administrative data is much less supportive. On average, experimental studies produce a 

crowding-out effect of third party contributions of -.64, implying that a $1,000 increase in third 

party contributions reduces private giving by $640. Studies relying on survey and administrative 

data, however, produce estimates that are close to zero (+.06, not significantly different from 

zero). While many factors could cause this difference, one possibility is that the instructions to 

participants in experiments mention a target amount required to produce the public good and the 

number of other potential contributors. This procedure matches two important assumptions in the 

theory that leads to the crowding-out hypothesis: potential donors have full information about the 

number of potential contributors, the cost of the public good, and both the cost and the number of 

potential contributors are fixed. Outside the laboratory, however, people are often unaware of the 

cost of the good and the number of potential contributors. Theoretically, the crowding-out effect 

should become weaker as the number of potential contributors increases (Ribar & Wilhelm, 

2002). 

Design of field experiment. In the field experiment we will examine how giving is 

affected by different levels of giving by others (crowding-out). A proportionate reduction of 

donations in response to a reduction in need is interpreted as evidence of altruistic motivation. A 

less than proportionate reduction in donations or insensitivity to a reduction of need is interpreted 

as evidence for warm glow motivation. This logic is quite different from the way altruism is 

typically teste in laboratory investigations of helping behavior in psychology, in which altruistic 

motivation is distinguished from egoism (warm glow) by priming the participant’s empathy and 

manipulating, for example, the ease of escape from the helping situation. Observing whether the 

empathy–primed participant helps even when an easy escape is made available is interpreted as 

evidence for the empathy–altruism hypothesis (Batson, 2011).  

In the design of our field experiment we tried to follow the procedure developed by 

Ottoni-Wilhelm, Vesterlund and Xie (2014), contributions by others are manipulated in 6 

budgets (see table 2). Participants are informed that one of these 6 budgets will be randomly 

selected and their choice in this particular situation will be implemented.  

However, because we are adhering to the principles of no deception and similarity to 

ordinary fundraising campaigns, we were forced to modify the lab experiment by Ottoni-

Wilhelm, Vesterlund and Xie (2014) in several ways. Each of these modifications make it less 

likely that we find a strong crowding-out effect. 

First, we do not create an “individualized charity” in which each participant is uniquely 

paired with one beneficiary. We searched the landscape of international relief and development 

organizations in the Netherlands for a charity that would allow us to describe a single person or 
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family as the recipient(s) of contributions, but failed to find one. International relief and 

development organizations in the Netherlands typically serve communities and regions and 

rarely specify individual recipients because the transaction costs of pairing the with specific 

donors are very high. Also donors would expect to be informed about the transfer of donations to 

the recipients. We did not create a new campaign for this experiment, but chose an existing 

campaign from the charity’s website. A target amount required to reach the objectives of the 

campaign is not mentioned. It is likely to exceed the sum of contributions by the participants and 

third party contributions. In a large economy the crowding-out effect of third party contributions 

is reduced (Ribar & Wilhelm, 2002).  

Second, we did not ask participants to ‘practice’ before they make decisions, as is 

commonly done in lab experiments in economics. The participants in Ottoni-Wilhelm, 

Vesterlund and Xie (2014) first completed a ‘quiz’ in which they were asked to compute G, the 

total number of dollars to be received by the charity. In the quiz, the amount provided by a third 

party was given as well as a hypothetical donation amount. This quiz makes it clear to 

participants that the amount they donate joins an amount provided by a third party. The 

participants in our experiment, however, are not asked to compute the total amount provided to 

the charity using the information on the third party contribution, making an increase in the 

amount funded by the third party less relevant for their own behavior. 

Third, we do not present all budgets at once, but rather present each budget separately on 

one screen. Consequently, the participants cannot see what their choice was in the previous 

budget. This makes it more likely that participants think anew about each budget, but may make 

them less likely to make choices that are consistent with their previous choices.  

 

Table 2. Budgets to be used in field experiment 

 

Budget € funded by sponsor (G-i) € for participant (W) 

1 4 40 

2 10 40 

3 28 40 

4 34 40 

5 4 46 

6 28 46 

 

Results of a pilot experiment with the budgets. We tested the budgets in Bekkers & Verkaik 

(2015). Hypothetical giving behavior in the budgets was hardly responsive to the changes in 

third party contributions, table 3 shows. For example, donations in scenarios with budget 1, in 

which we promised to donate €4, were somewhat lower than in budget 2, in which we promised 

to donate €10. However, the change in hypothetical giving (Δgi) of €0.37 in this particular 

comparison is small relative to the increase in third party contributions (ΔG-i). Estimated from 
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this comparison, the crowding-out effect amounts to -.06. The estimates from the other 

comparisons are similarly small or even smaller.  

 

Table 3. Hypothetical giving behavior in six budgets 

Comparison of budgets ΔG-i Δgi Crowding-out effect 

1 / 2 4  10 6 -.37 -.06 

3 / 4 28  34 6 -.04 -.01 

2 / 3 10 28 18 -.65 -.03 

1 / 3 4  28 24 -1.02 -.04 

1 / 4 4  34 30 -1.68 -.06 

5 / 6 4  28 24 -.69 -.03 

 

The distribution of donations in budgets 1 and 4 is shown in figure 2. The most commonly 

chosen donation amount is $40 (about 30%), followed by $20 (about 15%) and at $0 (about 

12%).  For presentation purposes, the distributions in the other budgets are not shown; appendix 

A1 contains the full distribution in all budgets.  

 

Figure 2. Distribution of donations in budgets 1 and 4 

 

We find that a substantial proportion of participants decided to donate $40, regardless of third 

party contributions. This proportion was virtually the same in budgets 2 and 3. The increase in 

third party contributions did not lead to a reduction in donations of $40. At the $20 and $30 gift 

level, however, we do see that somewhat lower proportions chose these amounts when third 

party contributions increased from $4 to $28. The converse happens at the $0 and $10 gift level; 

when third party contributions increase, participants are less likely to choose smaller amounts. 

Most of the ‘action’ that the increasing third party contributions produces is in the 

reduction of the proportion of participants who give half and the increase in the proportion that 

gives zero. At W = $40, 11% gave zero and 18% gave half in the lowest third party contribution 

condition ($4). In the highest third party contribution ($34), 14% gave zero and 14% gave half. 
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At W = $46 and G-i = $4, 10% gave zero and 19% gave half. At the highest G-i  = $28, these 

proportions changed to 12% and 15%, respectively. 

In the design of the experiment, a typographic error in the instructions to participants was 

made in budgets 5 and 6. In these conditions participants read (bold and italics in original):  

“You receive 46 dollars. The VU University Amsterdam will donate the amount of 4 dollars to 

the Abejide family. You can choose to keep the 40 dollars to yourself or donate a part or all of it 

to the Abejide family. Please indicate the amount you would like to give away (between 0 and 40 

dollars). Filling out a 0 would mean keeping all of the money to yourself. Filling out a 40 would 

mean donating everything to the family.” The instructions should have mentioned 46 dollars 

rather than 40 dollars. A comparison of figure 2 and 3 suggests that a sizeable proportion of 

participants (23%) continued to give $40, while a smaller group (9%) gave more than $40 in 

budgets 5 and 6. While it is unfortunate that the typographic error does not allow us to infer a 

valid estimate of the income effect, the error does allow us to infer that this group of participants 

was motivated to give their complete endowment. When the endowment was increased to $46, 

they increased their gift size to that amount. Two thirds of the participants who had chosen $40 

in budgets 1 through 4, however, did not move up to $46 in budgets 5 and 6; most of them kept 

their donations at $40. Also we can infer that the income change was noticed by participants 

from the increase in popularity of $23 as a donation amount. Participants who want to donate 

half of their endowment should increase their giving from $20 in budgets 1-4 to $23 in budgets 5 

and 6. About a third of participants who had given exactly $20 in budgets 1-4 moved up their gift 

level to $23 in budgets 5 and 6.  

 

Figure 3. Distribution of donations in budgets 5 and 6 

 

Participants chose amounts in the budgets in an internally consistent manner: the amounts chosen 

in the 6 budgets are strongly correlated with each other. For the four W = $40 budgets, a 

reliability analysis revealed a very high α = .978. While the typo in budgets 5 and 6 makes it 

impossible to obtain an unbiased estimate the income effect, it does not seem to have resulted in 
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invalid responses. The inclusion of the budgets 5 and 6 in the reliability analysis leads to a 

slightly higher reliability (α = .985), which could not be improved by deleting budget 5 or 6.  

While we did not ask the participants in Bekkers & Verkaik (2015) directly about the 

amounts provided by the third party, we can infer from the distribution that they have paid 

attention to them from the distribution of donations in the various budgets. Participants followed 

the example of the amount donated by the third party. While $34 is a very unusual donation 

amount, it is chosen much more often in budget 4. Similar imitation behavior is observed at the 

$28 gift level in budgets 3 and 6, at $10 in budget 2, and at $4 in budgets 1 and 5. In sum, the 

results suggest that participants were aware of the amounts funded by the third party, but simply 

did not change their donations in response to them. 

Results of a pilot experiment with a fixed third party contribution. While the relative 

insensitivity to third party contributions of participants in the Bekkers & Verkaik (2015) 

experiment that we have just discussed is at odds with previous experimental studies conducted 

mostly among students in lab settings, it fits fairly well with the results of a pilot experiment 

conducted by Van Vliet (2014). In this study, conducted among a convenience sample of friends, 

colleagues and participants recruited through online social networks (Facebook, LinkedIn), 381 

participants were randomly assigned in a 2 (third party contribution: none  –  €10) x 2 (empathy 

induction: neutral – high) design. In all conditions, participants read a fundraising text from 

Oxfam Netherlands and were given a chance to win €20 in a lottery. 3 prizes were awarded. 

Participants were asked how they would like to receive the €20 in case their name would be 

drawn in the lottery. A variety of vouchers for shops was available as well as the option to 

donate the amount to Oxfam the Netherlands, or split the amount between themselves and a 

donation in €5 increments (0-20, 5-15, 10-10, 15-5, 20-0). Of the participants who made a 

decision (n = 319) a large majority (79.9%) decided to give the €20 to Oxfam. The dependent 

variable of interest here is whether participants decided to donate the €20.  

The empathy induction procedure is discussed below. In the third party contribution 

condition, the following sentence was added to the fundraising text: “To support this initiative, 

VU University is donating €10 for each participant reading this text.” In the no induction 

condition (n = 96), 81.8% of participants in the control group (no third party contribution, n = 

55). This is a high baseline. The participants in the third party contribution (n = 41) were even 

more likely to donate €20 to Oxfam: 87.8% donated. While this difference is not significant (Chi 

Square = 0.639, df = 1, p = .424), it is in the opposite direction to our hypothesis: the €10 

unconditional gift to Oxfam tended to increase the donation behavior among participants.  

It is difficult to explain the discrepancy between the result of our experiment with the six 

budgets and the experiment with the €10 because there are many differences in the design of the 

two experiments: the composition of the group of participants (Dutch vs US participants), the 

fundraising text (water for families in Mali vs. a chicken for a family in a country not named), 

the number of budgets, and the questions completed before the donation decision was made. We 

can conclude, however, that the effects of third party contributions are not uniform across 

participants and decision situations.   
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2. Manipulating empathic concern 

In experiments with helping behavior in social psychology, participants are often asked to listen 

to a radio broadcast about a person in need. In the neutral condition, the instruction to 

participants is as follows: “While you are listening to this broadcast, try to be as objective as 

possible about what has happened and how it has affected his or her life. To remain objective, do 

not let yourself get caught up in imagining what this other person has been through and how he 

or she feels as a result. Just try to remain objective and detached.” The instruction that 

manipulates empathic concern in these  experiments is as follows (high-empathy condition): 

“While you are listening to this broadcast, try to imagine how the person being interviewed feels 

about what has happened and how it has affected his or her life. Try not to concern yourself with 

all the information presented. Just concentrate on trying to imagine how the person interviewed 

in the broadcast feels.” Because the experiment involved reading information about people in 

need on a computer screen, Van Vliet (2014) gave participants the following instruction: “While 

you are reading the note, try to imagine how the other person feels about what is described. Try 

to imagine how it has affected his or her life and how he or she feels as a result.” The neutral 

condition was introduced as follows: “While you are reading the note, try to take an objective 

perspective toward what is described. Try not to get caught up in how the other person feels; just 

remain objective and detached.” 

To measure state empathy, experiments by Batson and colleagues typically ask 

participants to rate the extent to which a set of adjectives describe their emotions. Batson, Early, 

& Salvarini (1997) use six adjectives: sympathetic, compassionate, softhearted, warm, tender, 

moved. Batson’s “Emotional Response Scale” contains a seventh adjective - concerned - that is 

not usually included. The Emotional Response Scale also contains adjectives for Personal 

Distress, and some fillers. In a 2007 e-mail, Batson told the co-PI that he usually uses the six 

adjectives from Batson, Early & Salvarini (1997).  Following this example, participants were 

asked to report on a scale from 1 to 7 to what extent they were feeling the following six emotions 

in response to the following question: ‘Please tell us which emotions you are feeling at the 

moment.’: compassion, sympathy, pity, warmth, care, devastated. A factor analysis of the 

responses revealed one strong first factor (Eigen value = 3.70), explaining 62% of the variance in 

a Principle Components Analysis. Reliability analysis confirmed these six items form a reliable 

scale (α = .871), which could not be improved by deleting one or more of the items. 

In the neutral condition (n = 105), participants scored 4.11 on average on the empathic 

state measure. The score among participants in the high empathy condition (n = 125) was slightly 

higher (4.26), but not significantly so (F = 0.935, p = .335). We were concerned that the 

relatively high score on dispositional empathic concern in this sample would create a ceiling 

effect, making it difficult to detect an increase in the empathic state. Therefore we checked 

whether the effect of empathy induction varied with dispositional empathic concern by 

contrasting participants with dispositional empathy scores below the average and above the 

average. We did not find a ceiling effect. The 5.0% increase in state empathy from 3.78 to 3.97 
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in the below average dispositional empathy group (n = 160) was similar to the 4.8% increase 

from 4.35 to 4.56 in the above average dispositional empathy group (n = 187). 

While empathy induction did not affect the empathic state, it did tend to affect the 

influence of third party contributions. In the empathy induction condition, the proportion of 

participants deciding to donate the €20 in the condition without third party contributions (n = 75) 

was 78.7%. This was similar to the 80.5% of participants in the €10 third party contribution 

condition (n = 41). This difference is close to zero (Chi Square = .054; df = 1; p = .817), and 

much smaller than in the neutral condition, though not significantly so. 

 

3. Manipulating the principle of care 

To date, the evidence on the long-standing hypothesis in social psychology that people who more 

strongly endorse an internalized moral value that one should help those in need engage more in 

prosocial behavior (Batson, 1991; Eisenberg, 1982, 1986; Hoffman, 2000) is limited to trait 

measures. For prosocial behaviors characterized by planning and abstract contact with the other 

in need, the principle of care was much more strongly correlated with the prosocial behavior than 

was dispositional empathy (Ottoni-Wilhelm & Bekkers, 2010). Furthermore, Bekkers and 

Ottoni-Wilhelm more recently (2015) found that the principle of care, again more so than 

empathy, was correlated with the amounts people give to charities that help people in need. 

However, there has not been experimental work that could establish whether priming the 

principle of care has a causal effect on amounts given to charity, nor to test Batson’s (1991) 

conjecture that the principle of care is a specific type of warm glow/egoistic motivation. In light 

of Ottoni-Wilhelm and Bekkers’ (2010) result that the principle of care is a more important 

correlate of giving than is dispositional empathy, it is important from a fundraising perspective to 

fill this experimental gap, as we propose to do. Finally, because the capability to estimate 

individual differences in altruism and warm glow is relatively recent, there has been no previous 

work investigating whether or not altruistic motivation produces a higher level of generosity—

amounts given to charity—than warm glow motivation. 

 

Care induction 

Van Vliet (2014) tested whether an induction of the principle of care similar to the 

empathy induction procedure described above would affect the temporary state of care, 

charitable donations, and the effect of third party contributions on charitable donations. In the 

care induction condition, participants who were about to read the Oxfam fundraising message 

were asked: “While you are reading the note, try to think about what’s morally the right thing to 

do. How should you act in this situation and towards the people in need?” After the donation 

decision was made, participants were asked to what extent they agreed with a series of 

statements. Two of these statements measured the temporary state of care: “Upon reading the 

text, I think I should do something to help people who have difficulty getting access to clean 

water” and “I think we should all do something to provide clean water to people who need it”. 

Responses were on a 1 – disagree completely to 5 – agree completely scale. In the control group, 
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the average score on the two items was 3.37, higher than in the care induction group (3.22), but 

not significantly so (F = 1.676, df = 1, p = .197). Apparently, asking participants explicitly to 

think about the moral choice backfires. An analysis contrasting those with below average scores 

on the dispositional principle of care scale with those scoring above the average shows a 

contrasting pattern among both groups. Among participants with below average scores (n = 95) 

the care induction procedure did not affect the temporary state of care. The care induction group 

scored 2.92 relative to 2.89 in the control group. Among participants with above average scores 

(n = 122) the care induction procedure lowered the temporary state of care score from 3.64 in the 

control group to 3.53 in the induction group, though not significantly so (F = 0.625, df = 1, p = 

.431).  

Next, we considered three further types of manipulations. First, we considered asking 

participants to write (brief) texts about morality or moral dilemmas, which could make moral 

principles salient. Freitas et al. (2004), Fujita et al. (2006) and Torelli & Kaikati (2009) report 

that asking participants to reflect on relations between actions and goals by through ‘why’ 

questions induces an abstract mindset that increases adherence to principles. Considering that the 

manipulations will ultimately be included in a field experiment in which participants are unlikely 

to spend time writing texts or read an extensive story and reflect about it we decided not to 

pursue this strategy.  

Next, we considered subtle manipulations in the form of physical cues, subliminal 

primes, and unscrambling sentences tasks. A burgeoning field of research in psychology has 

examined such effects on judgment tasks and social behavior. When considering such effects, 

however, it is important to evaluate the power of the original research introducing a certain effect 

vis-à-vis the reported effect size. As the reproducibility project (Open Science Collaboration, 

2015) has shown, large effect sizes as reported in original research are more likely to be 

replicated in subsequent research by independent research teams. However, a large proportion of 

the 100 experiments in the reproducibility project was not replicated. Van Elk et al. (2015) show 

that in the presence of publication bias, even meta-analyses of a large number of published 

studies, such as the analysis by Shariff et al. (2015) of religious priming studies, are not 

trustworthy. We were aware of the risk that subtle manipulations could be difficult to replicate, 

but still decided to test six primes that could affect the principle of care. The results are described 

in Bekkers & Verkaik (2015) and summarized below. 

Finally, we considered fundraising materials as used in practice by relief and 

development organizations that seek to help people in need. We reasoned that the principle of 

care would be most likely to be found in campaigns of international relief and development 

organizations. We examined the webpages of a variety of such organizations in the Netherlands 

and the US, looking for materials (texts, pictures, videos) that made the principle of care salient 

to potential donors. On the webpage of Oxfam America we found a mission statement that we 

could modify to exclude references to justice and moral duty. We conducted an online 

experiment to test whether exclusion of these references would lead participants to feel less 
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caring and empathic than the full mission statement. The results are described in Verkaik, 

Bekkers & Ottoni-Wilhelm and reproduced in full below. 

 

Primes 

Religion question. One of the primes was a question about religion. Our reasoning was 

that asking participants about their religion just before they made their donation choices would 

increase their level of giving. Hadnes & Schumacher (2012) show that priming religion can 

increase prosociality, allegedly through beliefs about costs associated with immoral choices. 

Ahmed & Salas (2013) show that participants make more prosocial choices in experimental 

games conducted in a chapel than in a lecture hall. Similar effects of the presence of religious 

symbols are reported by Paciotti et al. (2011) and Xygalatas (2013). LaBouff et al. (2012) report 

that physical cues of religiosity affect a variety of social attitudes. Cohen, Mundry & Kirschner 

(2014) report that priming religion increases cooperation in a coordination game. Carpenter & 

Marshall (2009) report that priming religion makes the correlation between intrinsic religiosity 

and moral hypocrisy more negative. Rodriguez, Neighbors & Foster (2014) find that asking a 

question about religion before questions about alcohol consumption affects the responses to the 

questions about alcohol consumption.  

Responsibility. A second prime was a visual prosocial impact reminder. We used a 

picture of a hand reaching out and the text “With your donation you are able to help end 

injustices that cause poverty”. Our reasoning was that this picture would remind participants of 

their responsibility towards people in need. Brañas-Garza (2007) shows that reminding 

participants of their responsibility for recipients in a dictator game increases generosity.  

Moral appeal. A third prime was the sentence “You can do the right thing by donating..”. 

Our reasoning was that this sentence would remind participants of the moral duty to help people 

in need. Dal-Bo & Dal-Bo (2009) show that cooperation in a public good game increases by 

reminding participants of the ‘Golden rule’ by telling them that ‘an action is moral if it treats 

others as you would like to be treated by others’ and by reminding participants of a utilitarian 

rule by telling them that ‘individual actions are moral if they maximize the sum of all players’ 

payoffs’.  

Self-image questions. Primes four to six were questions that make prosocial self-image to 

participants salient. Our reasoning was that by merely asking participants to complete the 

empathic concern and principle of care questions before they evaluated the budgets their 

prosocial self-image would be salient to them. After endorsement of statements such as 

‘personally helping people in trouble is important to me’ and ‘I am often troubled by what other 

people go through’ it seems more appropriate to donate a chance of winning a prize in a lottery 

or an endowment received in the experiment. A failure to do so would constitute a violation of 

the self-image that participants have just been reminded of. Thus we randomized the participants 

in four groups: one control group that did not complete any dispositional measures before they 

evaluated the budgets, an empathy only group that completed only the dispositional empathic 

concern questions, a care only group that completed only the principle of care questions, and an 
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empathy + care group that completed both scales, with the empathic concern questions followed 

by the principle of care questions.  

To evaluate the effects of these primes, we developed two measures of the temporary 

state of care. The first measure was similar to the Batson, Early & Salvarini (1997) measure, 

asking participants to assess a set of abstract words. The second measure was tailored to the 

fundraising text used in this experiment. After the six decisions and the Oxfam fundraising text, 

we randomly assigned participants to fill out one of two principle of care scales. 

Following the example of the empathy adjective checklist, we developed a list of nouns 

describing values that participants may have thought about while reading the text. The majority 

of these values are linked to the principle of care; we also included five fillers (F) and three 

words with a negative valence (*). The question presented to participants was as follows: “Please 

indicate the degree to which you thought about these principles after reading the story. 

Responsibility, Helpfulness, Beauty(F) Benevolence, Loyalty(F), Humanity, Commonality, 

Authority(F), Assisting, Commitment, Purity(F), Justice, Self-centered(*), Liberty (F), 

Disregard(*), Remoteness(*).” A factor analysis on the responses on a 1 (strongly disagree) – 5 

(strongly agree) scale revealed three factors with an Eigenvalue >1. The first factor was labeled 

state care and consisted of 8 items (Responsibility, Helpfulness, Benevolence, Humanity, 

Commonality, Assisting, Commitment, Justice). The second factor was labeled isolation (Self-

centered, Disregard, Remoteness), and the third factor was labeled fillers (Beauty, Loyalty, 

Authority, Purity, Liberty).In a reliability analysis, the items loading high on these three factors 

produced scales with good reliability, α  = .86, .70, and .87, respectively.  

The context specific scale labeled state care for recipients consisted out of 4 items and 

was based on the dispositional principle of care items: “Personally helping Zambians who 

cannot take care of themselves is important to me”, when Zambians are having trouble feeding 

themselves and their children, it is important to provide them with livestock even if they are very 

different from us”, “Everyone in this world has the responsibility to help Zambians who cannot 

properly feed themselves and their family” and “People should be willing to provide livestock to 

people in Zambia who cannot take care of themselves”. Participants replied on a 5-point Likert 

scale (1=Strongly disagree, 5=Strongly agree). A factor analysis revealed that the scale was one-

dimensional, with an eigenvalue of 2.984 explaining 74,6% of the total variance and a good 

reliability (α =.886). 

Results. None of the primes affected any of the states measured after the participants 

made decisions in the six budgets. As figure 4 and 5 show, all (z-standardized) scores of empathy 

and principle of care measures were close to and not significantly different from zero nor from 

each other. The only significant difference that emerged was for the difference in isolation 

between empathy and principle of care self-image priming. This difference was not predicted and 

surprising to us, but we decided not to pursue a path examining this finding. 
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Figure 4. Standardized factor scores for empathic and moral states by primes 

 
 

Figure 5. Standardized factor scores for empathic and moral states by primes 
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Conclusion and discussion 

In sum, our findings thus far show that it is difficult to manipulate empathy and the principle of 

care. The procedures developed and published in the literature from social psychology did not 

produce the expected results. Neither an empathy induction procedure based on the work of 

Batson (1991), nor a similar care induction procedure, nor a set of primes moved the principle of 

care or empathy as predicted. Exposure to fundraising materials used in real life campaigns did 

affect the principle of care and empathic concern, although the effects were weak. A test in an 

online experiment of the budgets developed in a lab experiment by Ottoni-Wilhelm, Vesterlund 

& Xie (2014), designed to measure crowding-out, produced very weak effects of third party 

contributions. A variety of explanations may be offered why the test did not replicate the effects 

observed in the lab. Prime candidates are the composition of the participant pool and the 

instructions used. Instructions in the online experiment were less stringent in order to increase 

the external validity of the test, because we sought to create a situation that would be more 

similar to an actual fundraising campaign that people encounter in their daily lives. The next step 

we will take on our way to the field experiment as proposed involves a test of a mission 

statement referring to the principle of care that is adapted to the Dutch context. In the 

Netherlands charities helping people in need do not routinely use messages referring to duty or 

moral principles. Using the insight that a text-only message is able to increase the temporary 

state of empathy and care, we will work with Oxfam the Netherlands to produce materials that 

can be used in the field experiment. We will test those materials in an online experiment in 

which the budgets will also be included. 
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A1. Distribution of gifts in all budgets (Bekkers & Verkaik, 2015) 

 W = $40 W = $46 

 
4 10 28 34 4 28 

0 51 50 58 66 47 57 

1 
 

1 
 

1 2 
 

2 1 2 5 4 1 4 

3 
  

2 2 1 3 

4 9 4 4 7 6 1 

5 20 12 14 10 15 11 

6 4 1 3 7 8 4 

7 
 

1 1 2 
 

1 

8 
 

10 4 1 
 

5 

9 16 15 17 16 17 18 

10 25 36 32 35 21 31 

11 
   

6 
  

12 
 

1 8 3 2 9 

13 1 
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1 2 

14 12 1 1 1 10 1 

15 6 12 11 8 5 6 

16 2 
 

2 1 2 2 

17 
 

5 5 
  

3 

18 13 11 10 10 8 10 

19 
    

1 
 

20 76 87 68 64 62 48 

21 
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22 2 2 4 2 
 

1 

23 2 1 1 
 

23 19 

24 1 
   

2 1 

25 9 4 13 12 12 17 

26 1 4 2 2 3 3 

27 3 2 6 3 5 7 

28 
 

1 6 
  

8 

29 
   

2 
  

30 31 37 21 23 22 15 

31 
      

32 4 1 2 1 4 2 

33 
   

1 
  

34 2 
 

1 9 1 
 

35 11 10 9 3 6 6 

36 12 7 5 6 14 12 

37 
 

1 1 
   

38 
   

2 
 

1 

39 1 1 1 1 3 1 
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40 142 137 139 146 103 106 

41 
    

5 
 

42 
    

2 1 

43 
    

1 1 

44 
     

2 

45 
     

1 

46 
    

40 37 

All 457 457 457 457 457 457 
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A2. Trait measures 

 

Principle of Care 

 

Please indicate to what extent you agree with the following statements. 

1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neither agree or disagree, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree 

 

(a) People should be willing to help others who are less 

fortunate. 

1 2 3 4 5 

(b) Everybody in this world has a responsibility to help others 

when they need assistance. 

1 2 3 4 5 

(c) These days people need to look after themselves and not 

overly worry about others.* 

1 2 3 4 5 

(d) When people are less fortunate, it is important to help them 

even if they are very different from us. 

1 2 3 4 5 

(e) It is important to help one another so that the community in 

general is a better place. 

1 2 3 4 5 

(f) Personally assisting people in trouble is very important to 

me. 

1 2 3 4 5 

(g) When thinking about helping people in trouble, it is 

important to consider whether the people are like us or not. 

1 2 3 4 5 

(h) We should not care too much about the needs of people in 

other parts of the world.* 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

* Item should be reverse coded. 

 

Items (a), (c) and (f) are originally from the Altruism Module in the General Social Survey 2002-

2004 (Smith, 2003, 2006). Items (a) and (f) were developed by Webb, Green and Brashear 

(2000). Item (c) was developed by Nickell (1998).The GSS included a fourth item (‘People who 

have problems must learn to look after themselves and not be dependent on others’) that was 

omitted from the scale because unlike the other three items, the fourth item (1) refers to a 

principle (self-reliance) held by a potential help-receiver rather than a potential helpgiver and (2) 

makes reference to the recipient becoming dependent on the helper . Items (b), (d), (e), (g) and 

(h) were developed by Mark Ottoni-Wilhelm and René Bekkers and validated in Ottoni-

Wilhelm, Vesterlund & Xie (2014) and Bekkers & Wilhelm (2015). 

 

 

Empathic concern 

The items below are taken from the empathic concern subscale from Davis’s (1994) 

Interpersonal Reactivity Index. The six items solicit a respondent’s agreement on a five-point 

scale (1 - does not describe me very well to 5 – describes me very well). The original scale 

includes a seventh item (“I would describe myself as a pretty soft-hearted person”). Previous 

research (Bekkers & Ottoni-Wilhelm, 2014) has shown that leaving out this item increases the 

reliability of the scale in the Netherlands. 
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(a) I often have tender, concerned feelings for people less 

fortunate than me.  

1 2 3 4 5 

(b) Sometimes I don’t feel very sorry for other people when 

they are having problems. 

1 2 3 4 5 

(c) When I see someone being taken advantage of, I feel kind 

of protective towards them. 

1 2 3 4 5 

(d) When I see someone get hurt, I tend to remain calm. 

 

1 2 3 4 5 

(e) Other people's misfortunes do not usually disturb me a 

great deal. 

1 2 3 4 5 

(f) When I see someone being treated unfairly, I sometimes 

don't feel very much pity for them. 

1 2 3 4 5 

(g) I am often quite touched by things that I see happen. 1 2 3 4 5 

(h) 1 2 3 4 5 
 
 

A4. Correlations among trait and state empathy and care measures (Van Vliet, 2014) 

 

 Trait empathy Trait care State empathy 

Trait care .54   

State empathy .33 .35  

State care for recipients .39 .47 .60 

 

A5. Correlations among trait and state empathy and care measures (Bekkers & Verkaik, 2015) 

 

 Trait empathy Trait care State care for 

recipients 

Trait care .69   

State care for recipients .60 .69  

State empathy adjectives .57 .58 .75 

State care adjectives .33 .55 .65 

Filler adjectives .01 .02 .27 

Isolation adjectives -.06 -.22 -.22 
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“Do What’s Right” and the Principle of Care 

Dave Verkaik, Rene Bekkers and Mark Ottoni-Wilhelm 

September 30, 2015 

 

Abstract 

We report findings from an online experiment testing whether including an appeal to the moral 

principle of care in an Oxfam America mission statement using various materials affects the 

endorsement of the moral principle of care. We use a 3 (material: video, image, text) x 2 (moral 

appeal: yes or no) design. N=591 participants recruited through Crowdflower (N=287) and 

Amazon Mechanical Turk (N=304) watched a video with endorsers, viewed a text with an image 

of the endorsers or read a text promoting the mission of Oxfam America, either including a 

moral appeal or not. We tested whether participants’ agreement with statements measuring the 

principle of care was stronger after seeing the materials including a moral appeal. We included 

both dispositional and state measures of the moral principle of care and found moderate to strong 

correlations between the two and empathic concern, universalism and benevolence. Although 

effect sizes are moderate, including a moral appeal significantly increases both the dispositional 

and state measure of the principle of care. Including a moral appeal in a video seems to be the 

most effective material for doing so and thus is the most promising tool for a natural field 

experiment. A moral appeal also seems to influence empathy, perspective taking and a state of 

distress, but no other related constructs. These factors will need to be controlled for when 

examining the effects of a moral appeal on giving behavior.   
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Manipulating the principle of care 

The current experiment extends a line of research relying on non-experimental survey data. In 

two papers, Ottoni-Wilhelm & Bekkers (2010, 2014) found a strong relationship between the 

moral principle of care and a variety of prosocial behaviors. The principle of care is the 

internalized moral value that one should help those in need (Batson, 1991; Eisenberg, 1982; 

1986; Hoffman, 2000). People who express a stronger agreement with statements expressing the 

principle of care should also be more generous and helpful towards others. In a paper published 

in 2010, Bekkers and Wilhelm tested the extent to which both empathy and the principle of care 

predicted helping behavior, using data from the General Social Survey (GSS 2002; 2004). The 

GSS included questions on ten acts of helping others, from spontaneous helping behaviors 

benefiting specific others, such as offering a seat in a public place to a stranger who was 

standing, to planned acts benefiting others known only in the abstract, such as giving money, 

blood or time to a charitable cause. The GSS also included measures of dispositional empathic 

concern and the principle of care. Multiple regression analysis revealed that dispositional 

empathy and the principle of care predicted each of the ten helping behaviors. The principle of 

care exhibited a stronger relationship with most of the behaviors, particularly for forms of 

planned helping people known only in the abstract. Also, the principle of care mediated a large 

part of the effect of empathy, mainly for planned helping behavior.  

 In 2014, Bekkers & Wilhelm investigated the relationship between the principle of care 

and charitable giving to help people in need more thoroughly. Using nationally representative 

samples from the Dutch and American population, they find evidence for a relationship between 

charitable giving and the principle of care. Across four different studies a consistently positive 

relationship is found between the principle of care and charitable giving to help people in need, 
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using measurements at different points in time (before, after or even 2 years before charitable 

giving was measured), with different measures of charitable giving (binary or the amount given), 

and using samples from different countries and in different assessments of charitable giving 

(retrospective self-reports, giving in a survey experiment and in a laboratory experiment). Also, 

they again find a very strong mediating effect of the principle of care in the empathy-giving 

relationship. 

Despite the strong evidence that the principle of care is positively related to helping 

behavior, even in a longitudinal analysis in which charitable giving in 2010 is regressed on the 

principle of care in 2008, the results of previous studies cannot establish whether the principle of 

care causes charitable giving. To date, few studies have examined potential influences on the 

principle of care. To our knowledge, no studies thus far have sought to manipulate the principle 

of care in an experiment. In order to test the causal effect of  the principle of care, an 

experimental study is required in which the principle of care is manipulated and charitable giving 

is observed. The current experiment tests whether the principle of care can be manipulated by 

including a moral appeal in a real-world mission statement by Oxfam America, using different 

materials. Our key hypothesis is that an appeal to the principle of care increases the endorsement 

of the principle of care. 

 

Experiment Design 

The current experiment aims to test a manipulation of the principle of care in an online setting 

with American participants recruited through Crowdflower and Amazon Mechanical Turk. The 

experiment consists of two stages: (1) exposure to materials expressing the mission and vision of 

Oxfam America; (2) measurement of the principle of care, dimensions of empathy, and attitudes. 

There is no measure of giving behavior in the current experiment.  
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The first batch of participants (N=287) was recruited through Crowdflower between 

April 14 and April 16, 2015. After an initial analysis of these participants we decided we needed 

a larger sample to increase statistical power and made a number of improvements. In the 

experiment used for the second batch, in which we recruited participants through Amazon 

Mechanical Turk (N=304), we slightly altered the experimental manipulation materials and 

added a few scales. Differences in materials can be found in the appendix. Experimental results 

will be checked on sample origin, to see whether experimental effects differ because of the slight 

alterations in the experimental materials.  

 

Stage 1 

In the first stage a 3 (material: video, image, text) x 2 (moral appeal: yes or no) design is used. 

Participants are briefed that the survey is about Oxfam America and receive a short piece of 

information on the organization. Then, participants receive an appeal to the principle of care, 

using real materials as used on Oxfam America’s website. The materials all start with the 

following introduction: “Nearly one out of every three of us lives in poverty. But we see a future 

in which no one does. The way we see it, poverty is solvable.”. In the second stage, participants 

complete measures of the principle of care and dimensions of empathy.  

Visual materials. We use materials from Oxfam America explaining the mission and 

vision of the organization. We used three types of materials: a video of endorsers, a text with an 

image of endorsers and a text. In the video, multiple endorsers express Oxfam America’s mission 

and vision while looking into the camera. The video is posted on Youtube at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nBupSKjSQM0 and appears on the Oxfam America website 

at http://www.oxfamamerica.org/explore/what-we-believe/. The video has been viewed 5,267 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nBupSKjSQM0
http://www.oxfamamerica.org/explore/what-we-believe/
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times on September 29, 2015. The text with an image of the endorsers  depicts the same people 

from the video looking at the camera, and the text as spoken in the video. The text excludes the 

people looking at the participants. Appendix A shows all 6 conditions. 

Moral appeal. After the introduction, participants in the conditions in which an appeal to 

the principle of care is included receive the following message:  

 

“The way we see it, poverty is solvable – a problem rooted in injustice. Eliminate 

injustice and you can eliminate poverty. We’re not saying it will be quick or easy, 

but it can be done.  We won’t patch a problem and then disappear. We won’t stand 

by and watch others suffer. Instead, we stand together against injustice. We 

recognize our responsibility to hold the powerful accountable. We see people’s 

power to change their lives. It disturbs us that in a world as rich as ours, many of us 

go hungry or don’t have clean water. Many of us can’t claim our human rights. It’s 

wrong. And together we aim to do what’s right. Oxfam America. Right the wrong.” 

 

In the appeal, injustice is identified as the root of the problem of poverty. It is voiced in 

terms of an inequality of power. Towards the end of the appeal, injustice is described by saying 

that ‘many of us can’t claim our human rights’ and this situation is called ‘wrong’. The endorsers 

in the video call upon viewers to recognize their own responsibility and repair injustice. Parts of 

the text of the appeal, particularly the words “It’s wrong” at the end, are repeated by multiple 

persons, creating an emphasis. Note that the video does not include images of recipients of 

services provided by Oxfam America. The recipients remain unseen; they are known by donors 

only in the abstract.  
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In condition 1, we test the effect of the full version of the video including the appeal to 

the principle of care against a shortened version of the video in condition 2, which excludes the 

parts of the video including the appeal but shows the same endorsers. In the shortened version, 

the introduction is not followed by an appeal to the principle of care. To maintain a natural 

looking video, the introduction is followed by “Together, Oxfam America”. In a comparison of 

conditions 1 and 2 we expect support for  

H1: Watching the video including an appeal to the principle of care will increase the 

endorsement of the principle of care. 

In condition 3, we test the effect of the same appeal to the principle of care using the text 

and an image of the endorsers from the video against a condition 4 in which the image of the 

endorsers is displayed without the pieces with a moral appeal. In a comparison of condition 3 

and 4, we expect support for  

H2: Seeing a text with an image of endorsers including an appeal to the principle of care 

will increase the endorsement of the principle of care. 

In addition, the music playing in the background of the video and the repetition of some 

of the words in conditions 1 and 2 are likely to generate a stronger endorsement of the principle 

of care than the still image in condition 3 and 4. Also the music and repetition are likely to 

enhance the effect of the appeal. Using the text with an image of the endorsers, the appeal is still 

likely to have a positive effect, though it could be reduced. As we do not have a strong reason to 

predict that the effect of the appeal is systematically different in the text with the image of the 

endorsers than in the video, we will test this possibility in an explorative manner.  

Finally, we include a condition 5 in which participants read only the text appealing to the 

principle of care, but do not see the persons from the video. In this condition we expect to see a 
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stronger endorsement of the principle of care than in the control condition 6, in which no appeal 

is made. In a comparison of condition 5 and 6, we expect support to find support for  

H3: Reading an appeal to the principle of care will increase the endorsement of the 

principle of care. 

We suspect that the appeal does not only increase the endorsement of the principle of 

care, but also other motives for giving. The appeal stresses the impact of the work of Oxfam as 

well – ‘it can be done’. Also, the appeal stresses that Oxfam takes a long term perspective on 

poverty: ‘We won’t patch a problem and then disappear.’ Finally, the appeal stresses feelings of 

community. The introduction mentions ‘one out of three of us’, in which ‘us’ refers to the world 

population. Later the appeal mentions inequality in ‘a world as rich as ours’ and it talks about 

‘many of us’.  

 

Table 1. Design of experiment: stage 1 

 Video Endorsers 

on screen 

Appeal to 

principle of care 

1. Video of endorsers appealing to principle of care Yes Yes Yes 

2. Video of endorsers Yes Yes No 

3. Text with image of endorsers appealing to principle 

of care 

No Yes Yes 

4. Text with image of endorsers No Yes No 

5. Text with appeal to principle of care No No Yes 

6. Text, no appeal to principle of care No No No 
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Participants will be informed that they can forward to the next page after seeing the video 

or reading the text. By including a timer, we not only keep track of time spent watching the 

conditions, but also incentivize participants to do so by having the button that directs them to 

next page only appear after the approximate time it would take them to watch the video or read 

the text. Appendix A shows the conditions and the time it takes before the button appears that 

participants need to click to forward to the next page. 

 

Stage 2 

In the second stage of the experiment, psychological states, dispositions and attitudes that are 

likely to be affected by the video, text with the image of the endorsers and the text including the 

appeal are measured. All participants are randomly assigned to complete either a module with 

state measures or a module with dispositional measures of the principle of care and empathic 

concern. In both the state and dispositional module the principle of care scale is always measured 

first in order to avoid contamination of results. After the principle of care and empathy are 

measured, the experiment concludes with a set of measures of other attitudes. The order in which 

the items within scales are presented is completely randomized for all scales. We analyze the 

scales using principle components factor analysis and Cronbach’s reliability analysis. Before 

analyzing factor solutions and reliability on the aggregate sample, we checked whether factor 

analysis results and reliability analyses results were dissimilar between the MTURK and 

Crowdflower sample. Factor solutions and Cronbach’s α scores appeared to be very similar in 

both samples, leading us to continue scale analyses using the aggregate sample of MTURK and 

Crowdflower participants.   
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Dispositional measures. In the dispositional module, items measuring the principle of 

care and dimensions of empathy are included. The principle of care is measured with 8 

statements that are all similar to “Everybody in this world has a responsibility to help others 

when they need assistance” and scored on a 5-point likert scale, as developed by Ottoni-

Wilhelm, Vesterlund & Xie (2014). Three negative items were included in the scale but recoded 

before analysis. In the experiment conducted through Amazon Mechanical Turk, all participants 

filled out the principle of care dispositional measure, either as the first scale in the dispositional 

measures block or the last scale in the state measures block. A factor analysis shows that the 

three negative items load (>.7) on a second factor despite a reliability analysis showing that the 

scale using all 8 items is reliable (Cronbach’s α=.86). A forced one-factor solutions leads us to 

remove the item “When thinking about helping people in trouble, it is important to consider 

whether the people are like us or not.”, which shares <.3 communality with the factor, bringing 

us to a more reliable scale for the dispositional principle of care with Cronbach’s α=.88, without 

possibilities for improving reliability.  

Three dimensions of empathy are measured using scales developed by Davis (1994): 

empathic concern, perspective taking, and personal distress.  

The dispositional empathic concern scale was measured with 7 items scored on a 5-point 

Likert scale, on which participants were asked to indicate to what extent they felt the statements 

described them (1= Does not describe me very well, 5= Does describe me very well). Exemplary 

items are “I am often quite touched by things that I see happen” and “I often have tender, 

concerned feelings for people less fortunate than me”. The scale includes 3 negatively phrased 

items, which were reversed so a higher score indicates a higher degree of empathic concern. 

Similar to the dispositional principle of care measure, we find a valence effect, with the negative 
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items loading (>.8) on a second factor. However, a forced one-factor solution does show these 

three items loading (>.3) on the first factor as well and a reliability analysis shows the scale is 

highly reliable (Cronbach’s α=.87) without the possibility to significantly improve reliability by 

removing items.  

The questions on perspective taking were introduced using the same text as the empathic 

concern dispositional items. Participants responded to the 7 items, including 2 negatively phrased 

items, on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 – completely disagree to 5 – agree completely. 

Exemplary items are “I believe that there are two sides to every question and try to look at them 

both” and “I sometimes find it difficult to see things from the “other person’s” perspective”. 

Although the scree plot indicates a 1-factor solution, there is a second factor with an eigenvalue 

slightly above 1. Again, the items which had a negative valence were the ones loading on the 

second factor. Given a forced one-factor solution shows all the items to load with sufficient 

power (>.3) on the first factor and a reliability analysis shows the scale to be reliable 

(Cronbach’s α=.853) without significant possibilities for improvement, we choose to maintain all 

items in the scale.  

As the last dimension of empathy according to Davis (1994), the personal distress scale 

was introduced and measured identically to the empathic concern and perspective taking scales. 

Exemplary items are “When I see someone who badly needs help in an emergency, I go to 

pieces” and “I am usually pretty effective in dealing with emergencies”. The scale includes 2 

negatively phrased items, of which the last exemplary item is one. The scree plot from a factor 

analysis shows a clear elbow at the second factor, although a second factor has an eigenvalue 

slightly over 1 again caused by the negative items. In line with the scree plot result, all items load 

(.3) sufficiently on the first factor and a scale containing all items shows very high internal 
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consistency, with Cronbach’s α=89, which was not improved by removing any of the negative 

items. 

State measures. In the state measures module, three sets of adjectives are included to 

measure the principle of care, empathic concern and personal distress. Our key dependent 

variable is the principle of care state. To rule out the possibility that the influence of the moral 

appeal on the principle of care is mediated by empathic concern we also include a measure of the 

empathic concern state and a distressed state. Perspective taking is only measured in the section 

with dispositional measures, leading to the state measures section being a lot shorter. Therefore, 

we included the principle of care dispositional measure among the state measures as well, which 

helps validating the principle of care state measure. 

The principle of care state is constructed from 11 different adjectives. Participants are 

asked: “Please indicate the degree to which you thought about these principles after reading the 

story. Do not worry if you will be not thinking about many of these principles; only a few may 

apply to a particular story. I thought about the principle of..”, which will be followed by the 

adjectives responsibility, helpfulness, benevolence, humanity, commonality, assisting, 

commitment, justice, self-centered, disregard and remoteness. Participants will be asked to 

indicate to what extent they thought about these principles on a 7 point scale (1=Not all, 7= Very 

much). The order in which the adjectives were presented was completely randomized. As with 

the state measures, we find a ‘valence effect’ when running a factor analysis. The three last items 

indicating a low principle of caring state clearly load (>.8) on a second factor. A unifactorial 

solution consistently shows the 3 negative items not sharing sufficient (<.3) communality with 

the 8 positive items, while a factor analysis on the 8 positive items gives a clear unifactorial 
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solution. Removing the three negative items brings us to a scale with high internal consistency, 

without any removals leading to improvement of the reliability (Cronbach’s α=87). 

The empathic concern state will be measured using the adjectives used in Batson et al. 

(2007). Participants will be asked “Please indicate the degree to which you experienced each of 

these emotional reactions while watching/reading the video/text. Do not worry if you were not 

feeling many of these emotions; only a few may apply to a particular video/text. I felt..”, 

followed by the following 6 adjectives: Sympathetic, compassionate, softhearted, warm, tender 

and moved. They will be asked to indicate to what extent they experienced those feelings during 

the text or video on a 7 point scale (1=Not all, 7= Very much). A factor analysis reveals a clear 

one-factor solution, which is not unsurprising given previous results and the fact that the 

empathic state scale consists of items with a positive valence only. A reliability analysis shows 

extremely high internal consistency with Cronbach’s α=96.  

The degree to which someone is feeling distressed might also be affected by the stimuli, 

since the participants in the treatment group receive a longer text or video and thus receive more 

information about the problem and have a longer exposure time. Similar to the empathic concern 

and principle of care state measures, participants rated the extent to which they experienced 

certain emotions while watching or reading the stimuli on a 7 point scale (1=Not all, 7= Very 

much). The adjectives that were used are: Alarmed, grieved, troubled, concerned, distressed, 

low-spirited, upset, disturbed, worried and disconcerted. We find a clear unifactorial solution 

from a factor analysis and high internal consistency of the scale with Cronbach’s α=95. 

Universalism & Benevolence. After measuring participants’ empathic concern, principle 

of care, distress and optionally their perspective taking, they were presented with the 

Universalism & Benevolence scales. The treatment group stimuli accentuates the ‘us’ feeling, a 
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sense of equality and a global community. These scales are included to corroborate the validation 

of our principle of care measures. The scales were taken from the Personal Values Orientation 

section in the European Social Survey (2002). Participants first indicated whether they were male 

or female so statements could be altered to their respective sex. Participants indicated to what 

extent they felt persons described in the statements were like them on a 7-point Likert scale 

(1=Not at all like me, 7= Just like me). The Universalism scale was comprised out of 6 items, an 

exemplary item from the Universalism scale is “He things it is important that every person in the 

world be treated equally. He wants justice for everybody, even for people he doesn’t know”. An 

exemplary item from the benevolence scale, counting only 4 items, would be “It’s very important 

to him to help the people around him. He wants to care for other people”. Benevolence was only 

included in the experiment conducted through Amazon Mechanical Turk. 

 Factor analysis shows a clear one-factor solution for the Universalism scale and a 

reliability analysis shows high internal consistency (Cronbach’s α=88) between the items. For 

benevolence as well, we find a clear one-factorial solution and high internal consistency 

(Cronbach’s α=82). Removing the fourth item “Forgiving people who might have wronged him 

is important to him. He tries to see what is good in them and not to hold a grudge.” would have 

lead to a significant improvement of the scale’s internal consistency to (Cronbach’s α=87), but 

we decide against it because of already sufficient reliability of the scale and communality scores 

(.39) in the one-factor solution.  

Attitudes. The attitudes module was designed to control for any factors that might affect 

the measures central to this study and might have been affected by the treatment group stimuli, 

next to the principle of care. In this module, we assessed mood effects, attitude towards Oxfam 

America, perceived efficacy of Oxfam America, solvability of poverty, trust in Oxfam, 
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international relief organizations and charitable organizations in general and the perceived 

solutions for poverty.  

Mood effects. Effects of the different stimuli on mood are assessed using the PANAS 

adjectives as used in Bekkers (2013). Participants indicated to what extent the words “Stressed”, 

“Happy”, “Grateful”, “Warm” and “Uneasy” described them at the moment (1=Strongly 

disagree, 5= Strongly agree). After recoding “Stressed” and “Uneasy, a factor analysis shows a 

two-factor solution, with “Stressed” and “Uneasy” loading on a second factor. The three 

positively phrased items are combined into a scale with Cronbach’s α=.80, while the two 

negatively phrased items form a scale with a reliability of Cronbach’s α=.81. These two scales 

remain useful as they allow us to asses effects on both positive and negative mood states.  

General attitude towards Oxfam. We use an attitudinal scale specifically designed to 

assess attitudes towards charitable organizations by Meijer (2009). The scale consists out of 10 

items that are scored on a 5-point likert scale (1=Strongly disagree, 5= strongly agree). The 

scale is applied to the case of Oxfam is designed to measure attitudes towards charitable 

organizations specifically, covering aspects that are relevant especially in the philanthropic 

sector, such as trust in the organization (Meijer, 2009). The scale shows a very clear unifactorial 

solution, consistent with our finding of high internal consistency with Cronbach’s α=.93.  

Perceived efficacy. We included 4 items that assess the efficacy of Oxfam participants 

perceive. Items such as “I feel like a donation to Oxfam has a lot of influence on eliminating 

poverty“ items were scored on a 5 point likert scale (1=Strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree). 

The 4 items used were validated and proven reliable in a previous pilot experiment conducted by 

students from the VU University in Amsterdam, showing a Cronbach’s α >.8 in all separate 
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studies. In this study, the scale shows a unifactorial solution and high internal consistency as 

well, with Cronbach’s α=.87. 

Solvability. In the treatment group, the solvability of the problem of poverty is addressed 

a couple of times. To control for an increased perception of solvability of the problem, a 3 item 

scale was used. Participants scored items such as “Poverty will be eradicated in the future if we 

work together“ on a 5-point likert scale (1=Strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree). The items 

were based on the stimuli used in the experiment and all positively phrased. The scree plot shows 

a clear elbow at the second factor, there is only one factor with an eigenvalue higher than 1 and 

the scale seems reliable with Cronbach’s α=.86.  

Trust. Participants rated to what extent they had trust in in charitable organizations in 

general, international relief organizations in general and OXFAM by rating to what extent they 

agreed with the statements “You have trust in…”, filling out the names of the institutions on the 

dots. They scored the items on a 5-point Likert scale (1=Strongly disagree, 5= Strongly agree). 

Only participants on MTURK received the trust scale. Trust in Oxfam was scored highest 

(M=3.56), although trust in international relief organizations (M=3.44) and trust in charitable 

organizations in general (M=3.39) did not lag too much and were positive in general as well. 

Solutions to poverty. As the last part of the attitudes module, the perceived solution to 

poverty might be affected by our stimuli. We presented participants with 5 solutions: Political 

participation, conflict prevention and peace building, improvement of the position of 

subordinated groups, development of the local economy and access to basic services, as used in 

the NCDO study by Kinsbergen & Schulpen (2010).  

Recall. Next to using timers, we used 2 items, to check whether participants paid 

attention to the survey. Before the attitudes module (which mentions Oxfam multiple times), 
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participants were asked from which organization they watched a video or read a text. After the 

attitudes module, participants were asked how many people live in poverty according to the 

text/video. Questions were asked in a 4-option multiple choice format. Diligent participation was 

checked using timers as well.  

Authenticity. To check whether participants noticed the control video and/or text being 

edited, we asked “How authentic do you feel the video you watched / text you read was?”. The 

question was scored on a 5-point Likert scale (1=Not authentic at all, 5= Very authentic). If 

participants felt they were watching something artificial, it might bias the effects of the control 

stimuli compared to that of the treatment stimuli.  

Demographics. The survey ended with a demographics module, in which we asked 

whether participants donated to OXFAM, international relief organizations or other charitable 

organizations in the past 12 months. Also, we asked whether the participant volunteered for a 

charitable organization in the past 12 months. Lastly, education completed, age, religiosity and 

spirituality were assessed. 

 

Power analysis 

The sample size for the second MTURK experiment was based on the results from the 

initial pilot (yes, a pilot experiment for the pilot experiment) experiment we conducted through 

Crowdflower (N=287). In the pilot experiment we found that, regardless of material type, 

including a moral appeal increased the principle of care dispositional measure from M=3.80 

(SD=.63) to M=3.98 (SD=.67), and the principle of care state measure from M=5.07 (SD=1.13) 

to M=5.39 (SD=1.06). Using the power analysis formula as proposed by Chow, Shao & Wang
1
 

                                                           

1 Using the formula in Chow, Shao & Wang (2008):  
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(2008), we find that we would need N=154 participants to attain sufficient power for a 

significant effect of including a moral appeal on the principle of care dispositional measure, and 

N=147 for a significant effect on the state measure. Since participants are randomly assigned to 

either the state or dispositional measures, only half will fill out the principle of care state 

measure (the dispositional measure for principle of care was included in both sets of measures). 

Therefore, we would need at least 147 * 2 = 294 participants. Accounting for a drop-out and 

invalid response rate of approximately 20%, we paid for 350 participants on Amazon Mechanical 

Turk.  

 

Participants 

Combining the participants gathered trough Crowdflower (N=287) between April 14 and 

April 16, 2015 with the participants gathered through Amazon Mechanical Turk (N=304) on July 

16, 2015 brings our sample size to a total of N=591. Amazon Mechanical Turk is a platform on 

which ‘workers’ can participate in tasks for payment trough the Amazon Website. These tasks 

vary from filling out surveys to ordering pictures into subgroups, all done through the Amazon 

Mechanical Turk Interface. Casler, Bickel & Hackett (2013) compared responses from a student 

sample in a real world behavioral task to responses in an online context among a sample gathered 

trough social media and a sample gathered trough Amazon Mechanical Turk. They found that 

the sample gathered trough Amazon Mechanical Turk are more socio-economically and 

ethnically diverse than samples gathered trough social media or on student campuses. All 3 

samples had similar responses to the task. Weinberg, Freese, & McElhattan (2014) tested a 

factorial survey among an online population-based sample recruited through Knowledge 

Networks (GfK) and MTurk and found very similar results. Crowdflower is a newer platform 
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following the same idea, which by our experience appeared to have less American workers, as 

gathering the needed sample size was more difficult and took longer.  

 Participants were briefed the survey took them approximately 8 minutes, for which they 

were paid $0.8. Participants receive their payment only if they fill out the code they receive at 

the end of the survey and paste it into the Amazon Mechanical Turk interface. As an incentive 

for careful participation, we informed participants we would randomly be granting a $20,- bonus 

among diligent participants, which can be done through Amazon Mechanical Turk and 

Crowdflower interface. Participants were unable to take our experiment if they were not 

American, did not have a task approval rate of at least 95% or completed less than 10 tasks.  

 Participation seemed to be diligent overall, spending an average of M=40.26 seconds 

watching the experimental materials. Naturally, participants in the video condition spent 

significantly (p=.00) longer (M=68.85, SD=48.11) than participants in text-only (M=27.39, 

SD=32.06) and the still image (M=26.03, SD=29.13) conditions. Also, participants receiving the 

long manipulation with a principle of care prime included spent significantly longer than 

participants who received the material with the principle of care prime excluded (F(1, 

602)=112.33, p=.00), which held true for all types of content the participants received. N=449 

(74.3%) had both recall questions correct, while N=129 (21,4%) had one of both recall questions 

correct. We decided to remove (N=26, 4,3%) participants failing to answer at least one recall 

question correct. We assume all participants paid attention to the materials they were exposed to. 

As we enforced a timer, there is no way to check by seeing if participants forwarded without 

paying attention. The sample used for analysis consists out of N=578 participants. We asked 

MTURK participants how authentic they felt the materials were, which was positively scored 

(M=3.87). The materials we edited (M=3.82, SD=.93) in the control conditions were not seen as 
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significantly less authentic than the treatment conditions including the moral appeal (M=3.91, 

SD=1.01) (F(1, 295)=.66, p=.42). 

 

Results 

Table 3.1 below displays correlations between the scales. 

 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1. Principle of care (dispositional) .807* .487* -.055 .313* .367* -.044 .665* .611* 

2. Empathic concern (dispositional)  .525* -.063 - - - .608* .624* 

3. Perspective taking (dispositional)   -.119 - - - .593* .604* 

4. Distress (dispositional)    - - - -.051 -.306* 

5. Principle of care (state)     .730* .338* .461* .410* 

6. Empathic concern (state)      .332* .531* .585* 

7. Personal distress (state)       .047 .007 

8. Universalism        .616* 

9. Benevolence        1.000 

*significant at p=<.05 

Before we delve deeper into the hypotheses examining for which materials a moral 

appeal increases the endorsement of the principle of care, we examine the general result of 

including the appeal to the principle of care. Because experimental materials used (differences 

can be found in the appendix) differed slightly between the MTURK and Crowdflower sample, 

we check whether the effects found interact with the sample origin.  

We find that, regardless of the material it was presented in, an appeal to the principle of 

care moves the dispositional measure with about 4.1%,  from M=3.85 (SD=.68) to M=4.01 
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(SD=.73) when the moral appeal is included, about one fifth of a standard deviation (SD=.71). 

This effect is significant (F(1, 432)=5.41, p=.00) and does not differ depending on sample size 

(F(1, 430)=00, p=.97).   

The principle of care state adjective was affected more strongly by including an appeal to 

the principle of care than the dispositional measure. Regardless of the type of content it was 

presented in, the principle of care state adjective moved from M=4.92 (SD=1.22) to M=5.27 

(SD=1.21), with 7.2%, a little less than a third of a standard deviation (SD=1.22, an effect that is 

significant (F(1, 290)=6.24, p=.01). The effect in the MTURK sample is very similar to that in 

the Crowdflower sample, given we find no interaction effect (F(1, 288)=.28, p=.60). Overall 

dispositional principle of care did seem to be somewhat higher in the Crowdflower sample, 

although this effect does not reach significance (F(1, 288)=3.00, p=.08). This might be caused 

by one of the alterations we made to the experiment: In the MTURK sample, we stripped the 

control condition more cleanly from principle of care appeals, which we see returning in the data 

through a lower baseline principle of care state, resulting in a slightly larger mean difference 

(MD=.43, 9.1%) for the MTURK group than for the Crowdflower group (MD=.28, 5.6%).  

The empathic dispositional scale showed a very minor and insignificant increase when 

including a principle of care appeal in the materials (M=3.72, SD=.74) compared to when there 

was no appeal included (M=3.81, SD=.82) (F(1, 282)=.94, p=.33). The empathic scale shows a 

similar trend with a minor and insignificant increase from baseline empathy (M=5.02, SD=1.47) 

when the principle of care appeal was included (M=5.12, SD=1.56) (F(1, 290)=.65, p=.42). 

However, if we check whether the effect differed depending on sample origin, we find a 

significant interaction effect (F(1, 280)=4.1, p=.04) on the empathic concern dispositional scale. 

We see that for the MTURK sample, the empathic dispositional measure remains almost 
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completely unaffected (F(1, 145)=.42, p=.52), while for the Crowdflower sample, the empathic 

dispositional measure significantly increases (F(1, 135)=5.49, p=.02) when a principle of care 

appeal was included in the materials. We do not find a similar interaction effect when examining 

the empathic concern state scale (F(1, 288)=1.51, p=.22), although overall empathic state is 

almost significantly higher in the Crowdflower sample compared to the MTURK sample (F(1, 

288)=3.36, p=.07).  

Unexpectedly, the perspective taking of participants was significantly affected by our 

principle of care appeal. From baseline perspective taking of M=3.52 (SD=.71), including a 

principle of care appeal increases perspective taking significantly by 8.0% or 38.9% of a 

standard deviation (SD=.72), to M=3.80 (SD=.72) (F(1, 282)=11.05, p=.00). This effect was 

almost identical between the two sample origins (F(1, 280)=.01, p=.95), although overall 

perspective taking was higher in our MTURK sample (F(1, 280)=5.44, p=.02).  

Dispositional distress was not affected by our appeal (F(1, 282)=.08, p=.77), nor did the 

effect differ between sample origins (F(1, 280)=.02, p=.88). Interestingly, Crowdflower 

participants did appear to be more distressed than MTURK participants (F(1, 280)=30.36, 

p=.00). The distressed state measure did increase when a principle of care appeal was included 

in the materials. This effect is the most substantial so far, with a significant increase of 13.2%, 

from baseline M=2.53 (SD=1.4) to M=2.92 (SD=1.44), although that being only about a quarter 

of the scale’s standard deviation (SD=1.44) (F(1, 290)=5.30, p=.02).  This effect did not differ 

for MTURK participants compared to Crowdflower participants (F(1, 288)=.24, p=.62), 

although Crowdflower participants were significantly more distressed overall (F(1, 288)=18.19, 

p=.00).   
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The Universalism scale (F(1, 573)=.29, p=.59) was not affected by an inclusion of the 

principle of care, which did not differ between the 2 samples either. Benevolence increased when 

including the appeal (M=5.56, SD=1.04) compared to when the appeal was excluded (M=5.45, 

SD=1.1), but this effect is insignificant (F(1, 295)=.93, p=.34). Benevolence was not measured 

in the Crowdflower sample.  

Negative mood (F(1, 574)=.45, p=.50) was not significantly affected by including or 

excluding the moral appeal. Scores on the positive mood items increased from M=3.48 (SD=.85)  

to M=3.61 (SD=.85) when the moral appeal was included, but this effect only approaches 

significance (F(1, 574)=3.48, p=.06). 

Participants who saw the materials including a moral appeal had a more positive attitude 

towards Oxfam America (M=3.87, SD=.72) than participants who saw the materials excluding 

the moral appeal (M=3.79, SD=.73). This effect is not significant F(1, 574)=1.95, p=.16). But 

does indicate that the longer version of the materials including the moral appeal is generally 

better received, also indicated by small insignificant mood effects.  

The perceived efficacy of Oxfam America was not affected by including a moral appeal 

(F(1, 574)=.12, p=.73), although the long materials did include sentences such as “Poverty is 

solvable, which apparently left participants unaffected in terms of perceived efficacy. This notion 

is supported by results on solvability, which increased with a minimal amount from M=3.61 

(SD=1.01) to M=3.67 (SD=1.01), an effect that is not significant (F(1, 574)=.44, p=.51).  

Trust in Oxfam increased from M=3.47 (SD=.93) to M=3.65 (SD=1.06) in the MTURK 

sample. This effect does not reach significance (F(1, 295)=2.25, p=.14), although it might have 

if the item would have been included for Crowdflower participants as well.  
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Participants in the conditions were the moral appeal was included did not seem to 

perceive very different solutions to poverty than participants seeing the short version of the 

materials. Political participation was mentioned more often as a means to solving poverty in the 

group seeing a material with the moral appeal (M=.36, SD=.48) compared to the group seeing 

the shorter materials (M=.29, SD=.46) but this effect was not significant (F1, 574=2.91, p=.09). 

Conflict prevention and peace building (F(1, 574)=.50, p=.48), improvement of the position of 

disadvantaged groups (F(1, 574)=1.89, p=.17), development of local economy (F(1, 574)=1.94, 

p=.16) and access to basic services (F(1, 574)=.00, p=.96) were not mentioned more or less 

often when participants received an appeal to the moral principle of care in the Oxfam America 

Mission statement. Development of the local economy (M=.78) and access to basic services 

(M=.75) were mentioned most often as the solution to poverty, compared to improvement of the 

position of disadvantaged groups (M=.48), conflict prevention and peace building (M=.43) and 

political participation (M=.32). 

 

Test of hypotheses 

Now that we have an idea of the general effect of including an appeal to the principle of care in 

our materials, we move forward to specifically testing in which type of content the appeal should 

be included to most successfully induce a principle of care. We will first explore differences of 

the effect between different types of content and then move forward to a specific test, examining 

whether including the appeal induced the principle of caring per type of content 

 In the section above, we noted that the principle of care dispositional scale was affected 

by including an appeal, and that this effect was pretty much homogenous across the 2 samples. A 

two way analysis of variance including the appeal (yes/no) and the type of content 
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(text/pictures/video) reveals significant main effects of including the appeal (F(1, 428)=5.74, 

p=.02) and the type of content (F(2, 428)=3.03, p=.05). Although the interaction effect is not 

significant (F(2, 428)=1.22, p=.30), it seems noteworthy to illustrate the means plot, which 

shows that the effect is largely absent in the text with pictures condition.  

 

*Principle of care dispositional measure was scored on a 1 – 5 Likert scale 

Earlier, we saw that the principle of care state measure was more strongly affected than 

the principle of care dispositional scale, an effect which wasn’t any different for the 2 samples. If 

we run a two-way ANOVA to see if the effect is any different depending on the type of content it 

was presented in, we find that the effect of including the appeal is, again, significant (F(1, 

286)=5.47, p=.02), but that the material did not significantly affect the measure (F(2, 286)=1.01, 

p=.37) nor did the effect of the appeal change per type of content (F(2, 286)=.04, p=.96). As 

illustrated in the means plot below, the effect is highly homogenous.  
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*Principle of care state measure was scored on a 1 – 7 Likert scale 

 

To provide a direct test of the hypotheses, test the effect of including a principle of care 

appeal per type of content. Hypothesis 1 states “Watching the video including an appeal to the 

principle of care will increase the endorsement of the principle of care.”. We select participants 

in the video condition only, and run a two-way ANOVA including the effect of the appeal and a 

check to see whether the effect is homogenous across the 2 different samples. It must be noted 

that sample sizes decrease due to splitting up participants into group, decreasing statistical power 

as well. Participants moved from M=3.75 (SD=.69) to M=4.02 (SD=.83) on the principle of care 

dispositional measure when the appeal was included. This main effect is significant (F(1, 

138)=6.82, p=.01). Overall, the samples did not differ in their principle of care (F(1, 138)=.05, 

p=.83), but there was a hint of an interaction effect (F(1, 138)=2.22, p=.14), although this effect 

only approached significance. Looking at the means, the effect seems to be a lot larger for 

Crowdflower participants, who moved from M=3.63 (SD=.62) to M=4.20, SD=.63)  compared 

to MTURK respondents, who moved from M=3.81 (SD=.72) to M=3.96 (SD=.88). The graph 

below illustrates the results described. 
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*Principle of care dispositional measure was scored on a 1 – 5 Likert scale 

 

For the principle of care state measure, the mean moves from M=4.96 (SD=1.36) to 

M=5.31 (SD=1.28) when the moral appeal is included. This effect seems to be caused by the 

MTURK group, which moves from M=4.58 (SD=1.50) to M=5.32 (SD=1.43), while the 

crowdflower group even decreases a little, from M=5.39 (SD=1.06) to M=5.31 (SD=1.11). 

Aggregating the samples, we find no significant effect of including a moral appeal in the video 

on the state measure (F(1, 91)=1.47, p=.23). The effect of the sample does not reach 

significance, but does seem to affect the overall principle of care state measure in the video 

groups (F(1, 91)=2.24, p=.14) and almost significantly influences the effect the appeal has on 

the state measure (F(1, 91)=2.30, p=.13). If we exclude Crowdflower participants, we find a 

significant effect of including a moral appeal in the video for MTURK participants, who increase 

from M=4.76 (SD=1.29) to M=5.19 (SD=1.32) (F(1, 148)=4.15, p=.04). The graph below 

illustrates the results.  
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*Principle of care state measure was scored on a 1 – 7 Likert scale 

 

Summing up, we find partial support for hypothesis 1: “Watching the video including an 

appeal to the principle of care will increase the endorsement of the principle of care”. The 

dispositional principle of care scale was affected by including an appeal in the video, especially 

for Crowdflower participants, for whom the effect size was almost 1 standard deviation. We 

failed to find a significant overall effect for the state measure, mainly explained by the negative 

effect for Crowdflower participants. We do not have a clear explanation as for why we find a 

stronger effect for Crowdflower participants on the dispositional measure, but when looking at 

the state measure, Crowdflower participants actually decrease while MTURK participants show 

a clear increase. Excluding Crowdflower participants does lead to a significant increase on the 

state measure when a moral appeal is included, in support of hypothesis 1.    

The second hypothesis states “H2: Seeing a text with an image of endorsers including an 

appeal to the principle of care will increase the endorsement of the principle of care.”. In the 

following two-way ANOVA’s, we include only participants seeing the image conditions, which 
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includes the people looking at you, next to the text. Overall, the principle of care dispositional 

measure increases marginally, from M=3.85 (SD=.68) to M=3.87 (SD=.78). Not surprisingly, 

this effect is not significant (F(1, 137)=.04, p=.85). However, the Crowdflower sample actually 

drops on the principle of care dispositional measure, from M=3.86 (SD=.51) to M=3.71 

(SD=.74). The MTURK sample does score higher on the dispositional measure when a moral 

appeal is included, increasing from M=3.85 (SD=.69) to M=3.94 (SD=.74) when the appeal is 

included. However, the effect of the sample (F(1, 137)=.70, p=.41) nor the interaction effect 

F(1, 137)=.81, p=.37) are significant. The graph below illustrates the means.  

 

*Principle of care dispositional measure was scored on a 1 – 5 Likert scale 

For the principle of care state measure, including a moral appeal in a text with an image 

of endorsers increases from M=4.77 (SD=1.15) to M=5.15 (SD=1.20). The main effect of 

including the appeal in the image condition approaches significance (F(1, 94)=2.57, p=.11). For 

MTURK participants the increase was from M=4.72 (SD=1.10) to M=4.99 (SD=1.35), for 

Crowdflower participants, the increase was from M=4.81 (SD=1.21) to M=5.31 (SD=1.02). 
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Thus, the effect seems to be homogeneous for both samples (F(1, 94)=.22, p=.64) and overall 

scores on the principle of care state measure do not differ much between samples either (F(1, 

94)=.72, p=.40). graph below illustrates these results. 

 *Principle of care state measure was scored on a 1 – 7 Likert scale 

Hypothesis 2: “H2: Seeing a text with an image of endorsers including an appeal to the 

principle of care will increase the endorsement of the principle of care.” Is rejected. Including a 

moral appeal in a text with an image of endorsers does not affect the principle of care. Results on 

the state measure approached significance, which increased with about a third of a standard 

deviation.  

The third and last hypothesis states: “Reading an appeal to the principle of care will 

increase the endorsement of the principle of care.”. We select only the  N=199 participants 

receiving the text conditions. Including a principle of care appeal in the text seems to affect the 

dispositional scale, but only for MTURK participants. MTURK participants show a larger 

increase (from M=4.00 (SD=.71) to M=4.22 (SD=.49)) than Crowdflower participants (from 

M=3.87 (SD=.71) to M=3.95 (SD=.63). The overall increase was from M=3.95 (SD=.71) to 
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M=4.14 (SD=.55) when the appeal is included. The main effect of the appeal did not reach 

significance (F(1, 147)=1.95, p=.17) and neither did the interaction effect F(1, 147)=.433, 

p=.51), but there seems to be a difference between the 2 samples. The MTURK group almost 

significantly scores higher on the dispositional measure than Crowdflower participants (F(1, 

147)=3.59, p=.06). Graph below displays means. 

 

*Principle of care dispositional measure was scored on a 1 – 5 Likert scale 

 

For the state measure, including a moral appeal in the text increased the state measure from 

M=5.06 (SD=1.15) to M=5.34 (SD=1.16), which does not reach significance (F(1, 95)=1.40, 

p=.24). The effect was slightly smaller for MTURK participants, whose principle of care state 

increased from M=5.00 (SD=1.25) to M=5.24 (SD=1.21) when the moral appeal was included, 

compared to the Crowdflower participants who increased from M=5.12 (SD=1.07) to 

M=5.44(SD=1.11). The ANOVA results do too show the effect on the state measure to be 

homogenous for both samples (F(1, 95)=.03, p=.86). The principle of care state was not 
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significantly different overall between the 2 samples (F(1, 95)=.47, p=.50). The graph below 

illustrates the means and standard deviations.  

 

*Principle of care state measure was scored on a 1 – 7 Likert scale 

Similar to results for hypothesis 2, we reject Hypothesis 3: “Reading an appeal to the principle 

of care will increase the endorsement of the principle of care”. The effects of including a moral 

appeal in a text do not significantly affect the principle of care dispositional nor state measure. 

 

Conclusion & Discussion 

This pilot experiment used a 3 (Material: text / text with an image of endorsers / video) x 2 

(Moral appeal: yes/no) to examine which type of material would be best suited to experimentally 

induce a moral principle of care in a field experiment by including a moral appeal. Our previous 

pilot experiments (Bekkers & Verkaik, working paper) had shown that is is very hard to induce a 

moral principle of card by presenting a certain type of appeal in an online material. We use a 

relatively large sample size from two different participant platforms to test a new technique: 

Including a moral appeal in a fundraising message. Participants from both platforms were found 
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to have participated diligiently. We find that including a moral appeal, regardless of the type of 

material, successfully moves both the dispositional and state measure of principle of care. Effect 

size was slightly higher for the state measure and effects seem to be relatively homogenous 

across the two subsamples.  

Delving deeper into which material is most effective for presenting this moral appeal, it is 

important to note that splitting our sample up into three groups decreased statistical power. The 

sort of material in which the moral appeal is included was mainly important for the dispositional 

scale, which was only significantly affected when the moral appeal was included in a video. The 

state measure increased slightly for all types of material, but was never significantly affected, 

possibly caused by the limited statistical power. However, for the video conditions, this was 

caused by the Crowdflower group, who do not increase while the MTURK group does show a 

strong significant increase on the state measure when the moral appeal was included in the video. 

Strangely, the Crowdflower group showed a stronger increase on the dispositional measure when 

a moral appeal was included in a video than the MTURK group. Since including a moral appeal 

in a text or a text with an image of endorsers did not affect the principle of care significantly, we 

reject these materials as options for our field experiment. For the video, we found a significant 

effect on the principle of care dispositional measure and found a significant effect on the state 

measure as well when excluding Crowdflower participants, thus making this the most promising 

tool for our field experiment. 

We used a new scale to measure the principle of care state using adjectives, similar to 

Batson et al.’s technique for empathy (2007) . We find our principle of care state scale to show 

moderate to strong positive correlations with the principle of care dispositional measure and 

empathic state, providing some form of validation. Principle of care correlated strongly to both 
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the Universalism as the benevolence scales. Correlations were slightly higher when principle of 

care was measured as a dispositional trait compared to when measured as a state.  

Empathic concern did not increase significantly by including a moral appeal, although 

this effect was heterogeneous for sample origin. The Crowdflower group saw an increase in 

dispositional empathic concern, but not in empathic state. Unexpectedly, our experimental 

materials increased perspective taking. Dispositional distress was not affected by including a 

moral appeal, but the distressed state measure did significantly increase when a moral appeal was 

included. Universalism, benevolence, mood, attitude towards Oxfam, perceived efficacy of 

Oxfam, solvability of poverty and trust in Oxfam mostly showed slight increases when the moral 

appeal was included, but these effects were insignificant. Also, participants did not see 

significantly other solutions to poverty because of the longer materials.  

 The results imply using a video with a moral appeal to induce the principle of care is our 

best option for the field experiment. In order to do so, we will have to find a similar Dutch video, 

translate the one from Oxfam America or use the subtitles option from Youtube. An important 

consideration will be whether Dutch participants are as used to being exposed to moral appeals 

as Americans are, which is worth a pilot study on its own. Previously, we have not been able to 

find any similar videos including a moral appeal in Dutch, suggesting these moral appeals are 

something less common in Dutch fundraising techniques. Another important implication from 

our results follows from the differences in our two subsample’s results. Given that we find 

different results on some scales while sample sizes were decent and there were only minor 

differences in experimental materials, it is worthwhile to examine the results in the Dutch 

context, with a Dutch appeal on Dutch participants. This suggests doing a pilot experiment in the 

Netherlands before doing the field experiment with the Dutch participants from the Giving In the 
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Netherlands Panel Survey. In the field experiment, we will have to make sure to measure to 

include measures of empathic concern, perspective taking and the state of distress, as these were 

significantly affected by including a moral appeal and need to be controlled for when examining 

effects on giving behavior.  

 The experiment was designed to test to what extent the moral appeal would move the 

principle of care. We wanted to do so as ‘cleanly’ as possible, so we chose not to include giving 

measures. Although we now have a very clear image of what the moral appeal does to both 

dispositional and state principle of care, we do not know whether the moral principle of care is 

induced strongly enough to actually change giving behavior. 
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Appendix A 

Condition 1: Video of persons appealing to principle of care. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1A4Eo5M1Y7M 

After 60 seconds, participants can forward to the next page. 

 

Condition 2: Video of persons. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pWFUUZlmpZI 

 

Condition 2 for Crowdflower participants: Video of persons. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oR4ES1gSPPM 

After 16 seconds, participants can forward to the next page. 

 

Condition 3: Still image of persons appealing to principle of care.

 

After 12 seconds, participants can forward to the next page. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pWFUUZlmpZI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oR4ES1gSPPM
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Condition 4: Still image of persons 

 

Condition 4 for Crowdflower participants: Still image of persons. 

 

After 4 seconds, participants can forward to the next page. 
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Condition 5: No visual, appeal to principle of care 

 

After 12 seconds, participants can forward to the next page. 

 

 

Condition 6: No visual, no appeal to principle of care 

 

Condition 6 for Crowdflower participants: No visual, no appeal to principle of care 

 

After 4 seconds, participants can forward to the next page. 
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1. Motivation 

The Key Research Questions we will answer in the proposed experiment are motivated by the 

desire to understand the motivation of generosity in acts of charitable giving. Acts of charitable 

giving may be motivated by pure altruism – concern for the well-being of the recipients of gifts – 

and warm glow (egoism). Our analysis of the state of the art in research in social psychology and 

economics below identifies (1) opportunities to test long-standing hypotheses using a 

methodology that produces more valid results; (2) an important new hypothesis; and (3) a fruitful 

new research question. The research question, hypothesis and methodology contribute to the 

evaluation of existing theories and have implications for practical fundraising purposes. 

Valid methodology. Laboratory investigations of charitable giving in economics 

disentangle purely altruistic motivation from warm glow by manipulating the need of the charity 

and measuring how much the participant’s giving responds to changes in need (Vesterlund, 

Ottoni-Wilhelm, & Xie 2008, henceforth VOX). A proportionate reduction of donations in 

response to a reduction in need is interpreted as evidence of altruistic motivation. A less than 

proportionate reduction in donations or insensitivity to a reduction of need is interpreted as 

evidence for warm glow motivation. Laboratory investigations of helping behavior in 

psychology disentangle purely altruistic motivation from egoism (warm glow) by priming the 

participant’s empathy and manipulating, for example, the ease of escape from the helping 

situation. Observing whether the empathy–primed participant helps even when an easy escape is 

made available is interpreted as evidence for the empathy–altruism hypothesis (Batson, 2011). 

The approach used in economics and the approach used in psychology each have different 

strengths and weaknesses. Among the strengths of the approach used in psychology is that it is 

well-understood how to prime empathy. Among the strengths of the approach used in economics 

is that the experiments enable analysis of individual differences in altruism and warm glow. Our 

proposal combines the strengths of the two approaches.  

A new hypothesis. In addition, the second part of our second research question proposes a 

new hypothesis we will test in our experiment: the principle of care–egoism hypothesis. The 

principle of care is the internalized moral value that one should help those in need (Batson 1991; 

Eisenberg 1982, 1986; Hoffman 2000). The principle of care–egoism hypothesis is that priming 

the moral principle that one should help those in need evokes a warm glow/egoistic motivation to 

help, a conjecture first put forward by Batson (1991). The principle–egoism hypothesis is the 

warm glow parallel to the empathy–altruism hypothesis. 

A new research question. Finally, to our knowledge our third research question—Is 

altruistically–motivated generosity smaller in magnitude than generosity motivated by warm 

glow?—is a question never before asked. It is a question that, as we will explain, is of central 

importance to fundraisers working in charitable organizations. 

 

Scientific impact 

The scientific merit of this proposal emerges in four respects. First, disentangling pure 

altruism from warm glow/egoism is a big question in both economics and psychology. Although 

mailto:r.bekkers@vu.nl
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disentangling has been done in laboratory settings, disentangling altruism from warm glow has 

not been achieved with a sample of participants representative of a national population, as we 

will do. This is significant because ecological validity should not be taken for granted in general 

(Levitt & List 2007; Henrich, Heine, & Norenzayan 2010) or for charitable giving experiments 

in particular (Carpenter, Connolly, & Meyer 2008). We will provide the first estimates of the 

joint distribution of altruism and warm glow using a nationally-representative sample. 

 Second, our test of the empathy–altruism hypothesis, among the most important 

hypotheses in the social psychology of prosocial behavior, is significant because it is the first to 

use a new experimental design to test the hypothesis—new relative to the standard design used 

by Batson and his co-authors in their many experiments. The new design is significant because it 

is the first test of the hypothesis that avoids deception of participants. The new design is also 

significant because it tests the empathy–altruism hypothesis against all types of warm 

glow/egoistic alternatives at the same time. In other words, the new design directly addresses 

Cialdini’s (1991) criticism of the standard design that it is not convincing because it uses 

separate experiments to test against egoistic alternatives, one significant egoistic alternative at a 

time. 

Third, testing the principle of care–egoism hypothesis is significant because little is 

known about causal mechanisms related to the principle of care, even though Batson (1991) first 

raised questions about this twenty years ago. Endorsement of the principle of care is correlated 

with a wide range of helping behaviors (Wilhelm & Bekkers 2010), including observational 

measures of charitable giving (Bekkers & Wilhelm 2014). While suggestive, these findings do 

not show whether the principle of care is causing charitable giving, and if so, through which type 

of motivation. 

Fourth, although there is much previous work investigating generosity—asking, How 

much do people give?—and much previous investigating altruism or warm glow—asking, Why 

do people give?—there has not been previous work investigating the relationship between these 

two questions. Asking whether how much people give is related to why they give is scientifically 

significant because it is a question with potentially important implications that has yet to be 

asked. 

 

Practical impact 

Answering our proposed research questions will also have practical impact. First, the 

relative strengths of altruism and warm glow motivations in laboratory experiments seem to be 

different depending upon the context of the experimental design. Hence, a fundraiser cannot 

safely infer from the experiments the likely distribution of altruism and warm glow motives 

among her/his potential donors. Answering our first research question using an artefactual (a 

nationally-representative sample) and framed field experiment will provide an estimate of the 

distribution of altruism and warm glow that is of relevance to fundraisers. Second, although there 

have been numerous previous tests of the empathy–altruism hypothesis (albeit all using a similar 

experimental design), none of these have been applied to charitable giving, an application of 

obvious social and policy relevance. Fundraisers do not know if an appeal that focuses on 

empathy evokes altruistic motivation to give to charity. Third, and in parallel, fundraisers do not 

know if an appeal that focuses on moral principles to care about others evokes warm glow (or 

altruistic) motivation to give to charity. The significance of our results about the principle of 

care–egoism hypothesis may have more significant practical impact than our results about the 

empathy–altruism hypothesis because of recent evidence that the principle of care, more so than 
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empathic concern, is strongly correlated with charitable giving (Bekkers & Ottoni-Wilhelm 

2013). 

Finally, the objective of a fundraiser is, of course, to raise the funds necessary for her/his 

charitable organization to fulfill its mission. Hence, a fundraiser is ultimately concerned with the 

generosity of potentially donors, more than the motivation of the donors. For a fundraiser, 

framing an appeal to evoke altruistic or warm glow motivation is a means to an end: to achieving 

a higher level of generosity. The answer to our third research question will have practical impact 

because it will indicate which type of frame—empathically-oriented or moral principle-oriented, 

if either—is more effectively at achieving a higher level of generosity. 

In sum, our research offers four innovations. First, we measure altruism and warm glow 

in a nationally-representative sample. Our second innovation is that we test the empathy–

altruism hypothesis with a new experimental design. Our third innovation is to manipulate the 

principle of care to test a new hypothesis, the principle–egoism hypothesis. Our fourth 

innovation is to answer a question that has never been asked before: Is the magnitude of 

generosity related to the causal motivation of that generosity? 

 

2. Relevance 

Our proposal is in-line with the mission of The John Templeton Foundation. The 

Foundation’s mission is to support “research . . . about the ‘basic forces, concepts, and realities’ 

governing the universe and humankind’s place in the universe.”  Altruism and generosity are 

basic forces, concepts, and realities that were important to Sir John. Our proposal is focused on 

these two basic forces, and furthermore by posing a new question, we link the basic force of 

altruism to the basic force of generosity in a novel way. 

Indeed, Sir John specifically called for “expanded research . . . [to] . . . find various ways 

to measure or test basic forces and realities” such as altruism (Templeton 2000, p. 11). Our 

proposal does exactly that. 

 

3. Contribution 

The contribution of the research is to (a) measure the strengths of altruism and warm 

glow motives to give to charity using the VOX experimental design, (b) prime empathy to test 

whether empathy–primed participants display stronger altruistic motivation (the empathy–

altruism hypothesis), and (separately) prime the principle of care to test whether moral principle–

primed participants display stronger warm glow motivation (the principle of care–egoism 

hypothesis), and (c) investigate the relationship between generosity to charity and the strengths 

of altruism and warm glow motives (in each of the three: empathy–prime, principle–prime, and 

control groups). The primes for empathy and for the principle of care will be based on appeals 

typically used in fundraising appeals. 

To create an experimental environment tightly tied to the theory of the impure altruism 

model (Andreoni 1989), the VOX experimental design creates an “individualized charity” in the 

lab. An individualized charity means that although the charity is real-world (in their case it was 

the Red Cross), each participant is put into a dyad with a beneficiary of the charity. The 

participant is the only one, other than the experimenters, who can contribute to that specific 

beneficiary. The experimenters vary the amount they will contribute to the beneficiary of the 

charity, and the participant decides how much she/he will also give to the beneficiary. 

The participants make six such decisions, and one is randomly selected for 

implementation. The experiment tests a novel prediction of the impure altruism model: that 
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crowd-out gets smaller as the amount of giving by the experimenters gets larger (Ribar & 

Wilhelm 2002). The impure altruism model passes the test. In addition, and importantly, the 

within–subject design enables structural estimation of the altruism parameter and the warm glow 

parameter in a Cobb-Douglas specification of the impure altruism model. Estimating this model 

for each of the participants in the experiment produces the joint density function of altruism and 

warm glow. The experimental evidence in VOX supported the impure altruism model, but the 

altruism motive was strong. In its finding of altruistic motivation, the results are similar to a 

more recent experiment conducted among children (List & Samak 2013). The joint density 

function in VOX indicates that altruistic motivation among the participants was much stronger 

than warm glow motivation. 

Although the VOX individualized charity was necessary to tightly tie the experiment to 

the theory in order to test the impure altruism model, typically a donor giving to a charitable 

organization is not in the position of being the only one giving to a specific beneficiary of that 

organization. Therefore, we do not know the joint distribution of altruism and warm glow in a 

more typical giving environment. Nor do we know the distribution among a more representative 

sample of the population. Also, no attempt was made to evoke altruistic motivation, or to 

increase generosity, by manipulating the appeal to give put to the participants. Fundraisers will 

be interested in seeing these gaps filled, and our proposed research will do that. 

Manipulating empathy is one of the two main dimensions in the 2 x 2 design used by 

Batson (2011) and his co-authors to test the empathy–altruism hypothesis. The second dimension 

is a “cross-cutting variable” that splits the participants into two groups: one group is offered an 

easy alternative way to get a specific type of warm glow/egoism utility. For example, in the 

experiment testing aversive-arousal reduction (a specific type of warm glow/egoism) one group 

is offered an easy escape that would relieve them from having to continue to experience the 

distress seeing someone in need evokes. The experimental results indicate that empathically–

primed participants do not take the easy escape when offered; instead they help the person in 

need. Because the empathically–primed participants do not take the easy alternative path, by 

which they could obtain warm glow egoistic utility, when such a path is offered but instead help 

the person in need, the motivation of the empathically–primed participants is inferred to be 

altruism. 

Batson’s research program is then to design a series of experiments that use a different 

cross-cutting variable to one by one rule out different specific types of warm glow/egoistic 

alternatives to the empathy–altruism hypothesis (i.e., avoiding negative social evaluation, 

avoiding negative self evaluation, seeking empathic joy, etc.). It is impressive that in each 

separate experiment the egoistic alternative is rejected. However, it has been argued that the “one 

by one” approach is not satisfactory because in any single experiment the cross-cutting variable 

can only control for one alternative, leaving uncontrolled many warm glow/egoistic alternatives 

that potentially explain the experimental results (Cialdini 1991). Although there is a rejoinder 

(Batson, 2011, pp. 131-134) it is fair to say that no experiment has yet considered all the possible 

warm glow/egoistic alternatives at one time. More fundamentally, the focus is really on warm 

glow/egoism, not altruism: each experimental design is a direct test of a specific warm 

glow/egoistic alternative, not a direct test (among the empathically–primed) of the existence of 

altruistic motivation. The support for altruism is indirectly inferred from the direct rejection of a 

warm glow/egoistic alternative. Consequently, the experiments cannot measure the relative 

strengths of altruistic and warm glow motivations. Moreover, all of the evidence about warm 

glow/egoism, and indirectly about altruism, generated by the experiments is on the extensive 
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margin; none of the evidence describes the intensive margin. Finally, the experiments use 

deception (the need presented in the experiment is not real), and none of the experiments are 

about charitable giving. Our proposal to combine manipulation of empathy with the VOX design 

fills these gaps. 

Another gap in the literature concerns the principle of care. It is a long-standing 

hypothesis in social psychology that people who more strongly endorse an internalized moral 

value that one should help those in need engage more in prosocial behavior (Batson, 1991; 

Eisenberg, 1982, 1986; Hoffman, 2000). However, there was no empirical work on the principle 

of care until Wilhelm and Bekkers (2010) found that the principle was correlated with a wide 

variety of prosocial behaviors, including charitable giving. They also found that for prosocial 

behaviors characterized by planning and abstract contact with the other in need, the principle of 

care was much more strongly correlated with the prosocial behavior than was dispositional 

empathy. Furthermore, Bekkers and Ottoni-Wilhelm more recently (2014) found that the 

principle of care, again more so than empathy, was correlated with the amounts people give to 

charities that help people in need.  

However, there has not been experimental work that could establish whether priming the 

principle of care has a causal effect on amounts given to charity, nor to test Batson’s (1991) 

conjecture that the principle of care is a specific type of warm glow/egoistic motivation. In light 

of Ottoni-Wilhelm and Bekkers’ (2010) result that the principle of care is a more important 

correlate of giving than is dispositional empathy, it is important from a fundraising perspective to 

fill this experimental gap, as we propose to do. 

Finally, because the capability to estimate individual differences in altruism and warm 

glow is relatively recent, there has been no previous work investigating whether or not altruistic 

motivation produces a higher level of generosity—amounts given to charity—than warm glow 

motivation. 

 

4. Approach 

 

Overview of design characteristics. We propose a new experiment in a real world giving 

situation among a random sample of the Dutch population, based on a previous lab experiment 

(Vesterlund, Ottoni-Wilhelm & Xie 2008). The experiment uses the same conditions but applies 

them in a field situation among a national population sample, adding new manipulations of 

motivations to give. We conduct our experiment among a subsample of participants from the 

Giving in the Netherlands Panel Survey 2014, which will take place in May-June 2014. Section 7 

below shows a detailed timeline for our project.  

The experiment combines and modifies features of two experiments that have been used 

successfully in previous research to estimate the magnitudes of altruism and egoism in a 

laboratory situation in the US (Vesterlund, Wilhelm & Xie 2008) and to estimate the prevalence 

of philanthropic behavior among a random sample of survey participants in the Netherlands 

(Bekkers 2007). In the experiment the participant is offered an endowment of €40 (or €46, see 

Table 1 below) that must be allocated between herself and a specific charity. The participant 

receives her allocation in the form of a voucher via postal mail (for offline retail stores) or via e-

mail (for online stores). This aspect of the design is adopted from field experiments by Bekkers 

(2007) and Van Lange et al. (2007). We depart from the design of these experiments by allowing 

participants to allocate any desired proportion of the endowment to the charity instead of an all-

or-nothing donation decision. 
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The aspects that we adopt from VOX are the following. Participants face six decision 

tasks about how much to give to charity. The six tasks vary the amounts we the experimenters 

will provide to the charity of the respondent’s choice regardless of how much the participant 

gives. By measuring how the participant’s giving responds to variation in the amounts we 

provide we produce evidence about the participant’s altruistic and egoistic motives to give. 

Altruistically motivated participants should lower the amount donated when they learn about 

other people’s gifts. We randomly select one of the six decisions to implement. There is no 

deception.  

 

Manipulation of budgets. The design of the budgets is borrowed from VOX (replacing original 

amounts in $ by amounts in €). Table 1 shows the six budgets that will be presented to 

participants. As an example, in budget 1 the sponsor (the foundation paying for the study) has 

contributed €4, while the participant receives an endowment of €40 which the participant is free 

to allocate between herself and the child. Participants make allocation decisions for each of the 

budgets (in randomized order). After the participant has made decisions about all six budgets, 

one budget is randomly selected, and the decision for the selected budget is carried out. 

 

Table 1: Experimental Budgets 

 

Budget € funded by sponsor € for participant 

1 4 40 

2 10 40 

3 28 40 

4 34 40 

5 4 46 

6 28 46 

 

In VOX, participants could earn up to $46 (if they do not donate anything to the child), in 

addition to the show-up fee. The relatively high amounts provided to participants in VOX are 

required to evaluate crowd-out at both a low level of provision by the sponsor (Budgets 1, 2, and 

5) and a high level of provision (Budgets 3, 4, and 6) and to ensure that not too many participants 

choose to give $0. 

The experimental design has participants giving to a pre-existing charity. We have 

selected Oxfam Novib as a field partner. The cooperation with Oxfam Novib places our 

experiment among the ‘Generation next’ of field experiments (Levitt & List 2009). Oxfam Novib 

is the Netherlands chapter of Oxfam. It is one of the major charities in the Netherlands active in 

international relief and development. The organization has a website describing projects that 

donors can support.
2
 Several of these projects are suitable for adaptation in our experiment. For 

instance, one project describes a mother and children in the village of Intedeyne in Mali, who 

would benefit from a reliable water supply and simple irrigation system would enable the local 

school to start their own vegetable garden. Women and children could grow vegetables 

specifically for school meals. The mother explains the difference a vegetable garden can make: 

“We know that without at least one decent meal a day, some of the children won´t be able to 

come to school. Many of the children have to come a long way to class and knowing that they 

                                                           
2 The UK version of the website from which the example is taken is http://www.oxfam.org.uk/shop/oxfam-
unwrapped. The US version is http://www.oxfamamericaunwrapped.com/. 

http://www.oxfam.org.uk/shop/oxfam-unwrapped
http://www.oxfam.org.uk/shop/oxfam-unwrapped
http://www.oxfamamericaunwrapped.com/
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will get something to eat is extremely important to them. Making a successful vegetable garden is 

very beneficial for the children.” We have contacted the Director of fundraising of the 

organization and established a cooperative relationship. 

Because we work with an existing charity, participants may conceive the funding-by-

others to be the level of giving they thinks will be done by other participants in the experiment 

and the level of giving being done by donors outside the experiment. However, through framing 

we will try to limit what a participant conceives the funding-by-others to be. A participant will 

make decisions about allocating her income between herself and a gift to one family to be made 

through Oxfam Novib. 

The “one-family frame” will ask a participant to consider helping one family. By giving 

more a participant can help a family of larger size. We will use VOX budgets of funding-by-

others and subject income: (€4, €46), (€10, €40), (€4,€40), (€28, €46), (€34, €40), and (€28, 

€40). The experiment examines a typical charitable giving situation where the fund raising 

solicitation can encourage the donor to adopt a one-family frame, but cannot keep the donor from 

conceiving of donations from outside the experiment as part of the charity’s funding-by-others. 

 

Manipulation of motivations to give. In addition to the manipulation of budgets, we manipulate 

motivations to give. We will create manipulations of empathy and the principle of care. We 

adapt procedures designed by Batson (1991) to the context of real-life fundraising appeals. To 

manipulate empathy, participants will be instructed to imagine how they would feel living in dire 

circumstances such as those affecting the family in Mali. Such an ‘empathy induction’ procedure 

has been shown to increase feelings of sympathy and warmth for people in need (Batson 1991). 

To manipulate the principle of care participants will be instructed to think about the moral 

obligation to help others in need. We create three groups of equal size (n = 120), inducing low 

empathy and principle of care, high empathy, and high principle of care.  

 

Manipulation checks. To check whether the manipulations of empathy and the principle of care 

have indeed (temporarily) elevated feelings of empathy and endorsement of the moral principle 

of care, we ask participants to complete an adjective checklist, measuring their state-empathy 

and principle of care. We use the adjective checklist developed by Batson and colleagues (1991) 

and develop a new adjective checklist to measure the state principle of care. 

 

Pilot experiment. Before the field experiment is conducted the empathy and principle of care 

inductions will be tested in a small pilot experiment (n = 480; n = 120 per condition and a control 

group of equal size). The pretest tests the effects of the inductions on state empathy and principle 

of care and a hypothetical giving measure. 

 

Participants. All participants will be conducted from the respondents who have participated 

earlier in the Giving in the Netherlands Panel Survey 2014 (GINPS14). The GINPS is a biennial 

longitudinal panel survey of a random sample of the Dutch population that has been running 

since 2002 (Bekkers, Boonstoppel & De Wit, 2013). While average giving per household is 

lower than in the US (€200; Schuyt, Gouwenberg & Bekkers, 2013), the Netherlands ranked 

second in the world with respect to level of participation in charitable giving (List & Price 2011).  

We aim for n = 480 participants in the pilot experiment and n = 360 participants in the 

field experiment. Anticipating an approximately 50% response rate, a random selection of n = 

1000 participants will be invited to participate in the pilot experiment and a random selection of 
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n = 750 for the field experiment. The typical response rate in the online Giving in the 

Netherlands surveys is 75-80%. We anticipate a lower response rate in the experiment because 

prospective participants will first have to open and read the letter we send them and go online to 

the survey through the link provided in the letter. Typical response rates for postal mail surveys 

in the Netherlands are 30-40%. 

 

Power analysis. We conducted a power analysis by simulating optimal giving decisions derived 

from a Cobb-Douglas impure altruism model, parametrized based on VOX results: 

 

  U(xi,G,gi)   =   (1 − α − β) ln xi  +  α ln G  +  β ln gi   (1) 

            .595 .021 

           (.024) (.009) 

 

where gi is the amount given to charity by the participant, G is the amount given to the charity by 

both the participant and the experimenter, and xi is the money the participant keeps for him or 

herself.  The altruism parameter is α and the warm-glow parameter is β. The model was 

estimated with a random-effects Tobit, and the within-participant correlation coefficient of errors 

in the six decisions was ρ = .9. The sample size used by VOX to estimate (1) was N = 85.  

The power analysis indicates that increasing the sample size to N = 120 will reduce the 

standard errors by about one-third. This analysis assumes no change in the randomness of 

departures from optimal Cobb-Douglas giving decisions, that is, the error variance is unchanged 

and ρ remains at .9.  However, randomness in departures from optimal giving decisions may be 

larger in a random sample of the Dutch population, relative to the more homogeneous 

undergraduate sample used to estimate (1). To analyze the effects on standard errors of larger 

random departures from optimal giving decisions that we may encounter in a more 

heterogeneous sample, we simulated a 50% smaller within-participant correlation coefficient (ρ 

= .45) and a 50% larger error variance. The resulting standard errors were about 50% larger (for 

the altruism parameter) and nearly 100% larger (for the warm glow parameter). 

In short, a sample size of N = 120 will be able to produce standard errors similar to those 

seen in VOX even if there is considerably larger randomness in the decisions of the Dutch 

sample. If the randomness in the Dutch sample is more in line with that in the sample that 

participated in the Vesterlund et al. experiment then the N = 120 standard errors will be about 

one-third smaller. 

 

Procedure. The order of the field experiment is as follows. Participants first receive a letter at 

their home address explaining the study and are invited to participate. The letter with the 

invitation to participate in the study is sent from VU University Amsterdam, and announces the 

stakes in the experiment. The letter contains a link to an online survey and a participant ID that 

will be used to match the participant’s experimental data to the previously collected GINPS14 

data. The online survey explains the study, describes a charitable cause using the “one-family 

frame”, and gives an example of a decision situation. Then empathy or principle of care are 

induced, using the inductions developed in the pretest. Then the six donation decisions are made, 

and manipulation checks are executed. The participants are informed which of their six decisions 

has been chosen for execution, and complete a set of questions about key predictors of charitable 

giving. Finally, participants are thanked for their participation in the study and offered the 

opportunity to receive a report describing the results of the study when completed. Prospective 
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participants that have not responded to our letter after two weeks first receive a reminder via e-

mail. Prospective participants that still have not responded to our letter after four weeks receive a 

reminder via postal mail. 

 

Analysis 

The decisions made by the participants about the six budgets allow us to answer our first 

research question, replicating VOX with a more representative design. We will estimate the 

Cobb-Douglas impure altruism model separately per condition in the experiment and using the 

complete sample of participants to get the joint distribution of altruism and warm glow.  

The motivation inductions enable us to answer research questions 2 and 3. The VOX 

experiment did not include stimuli to test the empathy–altruism hypothesis or the principle of 

care hypothesis. Having the experimental results for the participants of the Giving in the 

Netherlands Panel Survey with their extensive data on socio-demographics, religion, economics, 

and philanthropic behavior will enable us to test how donations and motivations vary between 

participants. The GINPS14 questionnaire also includes a question about donations to Oxfam 

Novib in the past calendar year. Using these data we will be able to check to what extent 

participation in the experiment is selective with respect to giving to Oxfam Novib (and other 

characteristics). For the majority of participants who have consented with matching their survey 

data with other databases we are able to check the self-reported amounts donated to Oxfam 

Novib are accurate (as in Bekkers & Wiepking, 2011b) and whether participation in the 

experiment is selective with respect to the actual donations received by Oxfam Novib. 

 

5. Researcher/Team qualifications 

 

PI: René H.F.P. Bekkers 

René H.F.P. Bekkers is Professor and Director of the Center for Philanthropic Studies at VU 

University Amsterdam, the Netherlands. He studied sociology and philosophy at Nijmegen 

University and obtained his PhD at Utrecht University in 2004. His dissertation won the 2005 

Gabriel Rudney Award for best dissertation from the Association for Research on Nonprofit 

Organizations and Voluntary Action (ARNOVA). Since 2013, he is a professor sponsored by the 

Van der Gaag Foundation of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

 

His research on prosocial behavior takes a multidisciplinary perspective on philanthropy, 

volunteering, blood donation and helping behavior. Since 2000, he is on the design team of the 

Giving in the Netherlands Panel Survey. Several experiments on survey instruments and giving 

behavior have been included in subsequent waves of the survey. 

 

In 2005, Bekkers received a personal grant from the Netherlands Organization for Scientific 

Research (NWO) to study the relationship between education and prosocial behaviour. He 

coordinated a nationwide evaluation of effects of service learning programs on the development 

of civic-mindedness among students in secondary education in the Netherlands (funded by the 

Ministry of Education), again including experiments with giving behavior. 

 

Bekkers is an internationally renowned expert in the sociology and psychology of altruism and 

survey design. He published proficiently in international scientific journals in a variety of social 

science disciplines. In his current research he combines longitudinal panel survey and 
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experimental methodology to study determinants and consequences of charitable giving and 

volunteering. 

 

Co-PI: Mark Ottoni-Wilhelm 

Mark Ottoni-Wilhelm is Professor at the Department of Economics, IUPUI, and Professor of 

Philanthropic Studies at the Indiana University Lilly Family School of Philanthropy.  

 

Ottoni-Wilhelm is an international leader in the econometric analysis of scientific questions 

about philanthropic behavior, and in the design of survey instruments to measure giving and 

volunteering.  He was the founding director of the Philanthropy Panel Study, a project that 

gathers high-quality survey data on giving and volunteering from 8,000 American families as a 

part of the Panel Study on Income Dynamics. His most recent publications about these data are 

about the transmission of generosity from parents to children, generational change in giving, 

adolescent experiences of family disruption and low income and subsequent giving in young 

adulthood, and giving to help people who are poor. 

 

Ottoni-Wilhelm and Lise Vesterlund created the experimental design at the center of the 

proposed research. They also solved the econometric problems necessary to estimate a structural 

model of impure altruism, which the proposed research will use to estimate the strength of 

altruism and warm glow motivations. 

 

Bekkers and Ottoni-Wilhelm initiated the empirical work on the principle of care, and created 

the survey instrument used to measure participants’ strength of endorsement of the principle. 
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7. Timeline 

Our project consists of six parts: 

1. June 2014: Pretest 

Measures of sociodemographic characteristics, dispositional empathic concern and principle of 

care have been collected in the GINPS14, the fieldwork of which has recently been completed.  

 

2. September-October 2014: Pilot experiment 

Manipulations of empathy and principle of care are created and validated among a random 

sample of GINPS14 participants. Participants in the pilot experiment make decisions about an 

amount of money earned by participation in a survey. Also we will manipulate the expected time 

required to complete the survey, which will enable us to test whether our manipulations of 
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empathic concern and the principle of care are working similarly in groups with more or less 

time on their hands and interest in the survey. 

 

3. November-December 2014: Preparations for field experiment 

The data from the pilot experiment will be analyzed. The text used in the experiment and the 

manipulations of empathy and the principle of care will be refined if necessary. A new random 

sample of GINPS14 participants (excluding participants invited for the pilot experiment) will be 

drawn for the field experiment. 

 

4. December 2014: Interim report 

The 6 month report (due January 1, 2014) will be written describing the results of the pretest, the 

pilot experiment, and the preparations for the field experiment. 

 

5. January – February 2015: Field experiment 

Participants will receive a letter via postal mail at their home address explaining the experiment. 

Participants will be able to make choices through an online survey, until February 28, 2015. This 

date is announced in the letter. 

 

6. March – April 2015: Follow-up experiment and data analysis 

In a follow-up experiment, participants in our experiment as well as a control group of GINPS 

participants that was not selected for inclusion in our experiment will receive a fundraising 

request from another charity by postal mail to test potential substitution effects. The field 

experiment data will be analyzed and a working paper presenting the results will be written, to be 

presented at an international conference.  

 

7. May – July 2015: Final write up 

The working paper will be revised. The paper will be ready on August 1, 2015. 
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Appendix A: Budget 

 

The budget required to complete the project totals €23,100, including costs for a trip to the 

University of Chicago (airfares from Amsterdam and Indianapolis and back and two days of 

accommodation, around €1,500) and participant incentives worth €21,600 (€60 x 360 

participants in the field experiment; the 480 participants in the pilot experiment will not be paid).  

 

At the current exchange rate ($100 ≈ €74) we would need an additional $34,150 to balance the 

budget. We realize that this amount exceeds the potential SPI contribution of $29,999. Therefore 

the Center for Philanthropic Studies at VUA will allocate research funds to balance the budget.  

 

The budget does not include salary costs for the investigators. They will be covered by their 

employers.  

 

Given the results of previous experiments on altruism, we expect that about 35% to 40% of the 

endowments will be donated to charity. 

 

 

Expenditures  

Airfares and accommodation €   1,500 

Mail and printing costs €   1,200 

  

Participant incentives  

Field experiment (n = 360 x €60) € 21,600 

  

TOTAL € 24,300 

 

 

Income  

SPI contribution ($29,999; Feb. 1 2014 exchange rate: $0.74 = €1) € 22,240 

VUA contribution €   2,060 

  

TOTAL € 24,300 
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